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ABSTRACT 
The purpose with this thesis was to study user activities in a business system, MediusFlow. 
The overall objective was to identify user related problems and to analyse which of the 
usability data gathering methods to use in the future development process of the company 
Medius. 

The outcome of this study indicated that a cognitive related user problem was the most 
important problem to solve. A Star Life Cycle method was preferred. Two low-fidelity 
prototypes were developed to exemplify an alternative design solution to the identified 
cognitive user problem. Furthermore, the two best methods to use when gathering user related 
requirements were heuristic evaluation and expert review.  

In addition a company specific Style Guide was created with generic guidelines as a 
foundation for development of future applications within Medius.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

SAMMANFATTNING 
Syftet med examensarbetet var att studera användaraktiviteter i ett affärssystem, MediusFlow. 
Den övergripande målsättningen var att identifiera användarrelaterade problem samt att 
analysera vilka metoder för insamling av användarkrav som är bäst lämpade för framtida 
utvecklingsarbeten inom företaget Medius.  

Resultatet av studien visade att det allvarligaste problemet var av kognitivt karaktär och var 
det viktigaste problemet att lösa. En Star Life Cycle metod användes. Två low-fidelity 
prototyper togs fram för att visa på alternativa lösningar av de påvisade användarproblemen. 
Dessutom fastställdes att heuristisk utvärdering och expert utvärdering var de mest lämpliga 
metoderna att använda.  

Som komplement producerades även en företagsspecifik Style Guide med inriktning mot 
generiska guidelines för att användas som stöd vid framtida utvecklingsarbeten inom Medius.          
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this introduction chapter is to describe the background and the purpose 

of this thesis. This chapter also clarifies the scope and outline of this thesis.  

1.1 BACKGROUND 
Computers are used on an everyday basis in almost all professions and they have 
improved and sometimes even revolutionised the effectiveness of work. But there are 
still many examples of systems that frustrate the user and are not user-friendly. 
(Gulliksen & Göransson, 2002) “Most digital products emerge from the development 

process like a monster emerging from a bubbling tank”. (Cooper & Reimann, 2003) 
Many software systems are produced with a technical approach and the systems are 
often rude, blaming the user for making mistakes, they are obscure, not showing their 
intentions, and they are ignorant about users. (Cooper & Reimann, 2003) Programmers 
are often young males who use computers on an everyday basis; this can restrain them 
in designing for users who have not had these experiences. (Benyon et al., 2005) 
Focusing on the user when developing interactive systems often reduces or solves these 
problems and is concerned with not only the technical aspects of the system but with 
people, the activities they are undertaking and the contexts of those activities. 
Developing with a user focus is highly iterative, going backwards and forwards through, 
gathering user needs, making designs and evaluating the results. (Benyon et al., 2005; 
Copper & Reimann, 2002) 

This thesis was requested by a company Medius and conducted at their local office. 
Medius is an IT-consultant company in Linköping, Sweden. They have developed a 
web-based workflow product called MediusFlow. I focused my study on MediusFlows 
workflow for handling invoices at companies. The focus when developing MediusFlow 
has been on technical and functional solutions with little consideration to end-user 
involvement. Medius have now noticed an increased demand for investigating user 
related problems in MediusFlow. They are also interested in methods for gathering user 
related problems.  

The overall purpose with this thesis was to investigate which user related problems exist 
in MediusFlow, considering cognitive workload and user interface design and 
constancy. 

1.2 PURPOSE 
The purpose of this thesis was to provide Medius with an outline describing user related 
problems in MediusFlow and create a prototype where some of these problems were 
mitigated or solved. The user related problems were of cognitive and user interface 
characteristics. This includes the concrete questions regarding user interaction, 
graphical design, spatial design and text content design. This was complemented with a 
Style Guide. This was done by evaluating and selecting a user-centred design approach 
when redesigning MediusFlow. I also recommended how similar problems can be 
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avoided or mitigated by discussing which of the methods for gathering user related 
problems to include in Medius future developing process.  
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1.2.1 RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

The research questions were derived from the purpose and created to help me reach 
the goal of this thesis. 

• Which user-related problems exist in MediusFlow? Focused on cognitive 
workload and user interface design and constancy. 

• Which methods from the user-centred design approach can Medius introduce 
in their development process to mitigate similar problems from occurring in 
the future? 

1.3 MEDIUS 
Medius is a growing information technology (IT) company with 50 employees and a 
yearly turnover of approximately 500k Euro. Medius is a service provider of business 
processes through the use of IT. They are active in four business areas; consulting, 
enterprise resource planning (ERP), workflow and an international business area. This 
thesis is focusing on the business area workflow and Medius product MediusFlow. 
(Medius, 2008)  

A definition of a workflow is: “The computerised facilitation or automation of a 

business process, in whole or part”. (Hollingsworth, 1995) This refers to automating 
work procedures between participants according to a predefined set of rules. A 
workflow system, which MediusFlow is an example of, is defined as: “A system that 

completely defines, manages and executes “workflows” through the execution of 

software” (Hollingsworth, 1995)  

MediusFlow, a web-based application with the purpose to support companies with 
workflow processes that their current Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system 
cannot handle. Examples of different processes in MediusFlow are supplier invoices, 
purchase errands and complaint errands, see figure 1. MediusFlow has approximately 
13000 users separated by 200 customers. (Medius, 2008) 
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FIGURE 1: MEDIUSFLOWS MODULE CHART. (MEDIUS,  2008) 

MediusFlow has been developed with a technical approach with no end-user 
involvement. (Svensson, 2008) The development of future versions of MediusFlow is 
done by reacting to customer requirements and modifying MediusFlow to fit each 
individual customer. Medius then collects the specific modifications done for each 
customer and analyses if these can be generalised for next version. (Nordvall, 2008) 
According to Medius the problem today occurs when communicating with the customer 
regarding certain problems. Sometimes the customers are not able to communicate their 
problems in terms that make it possible to understand what is to be changed in 
MediusFlow. This has made Medius interested in methods for gathering user-activities 
and user related problems in a more structured way. 

1.4 ACADEMIC CONTRIBUTION 
This thesis is applying a user-centred design method at a company with little to no 
consideration of user involvement in their developing processes. This thesis 
contribution to the academic world is by giving an example of a case where a user-
centred design approach is used in a company developing business systems. The use of 
workflow systems is rather new and is often developed with a technical and functional 
perspective with no or minor user centred focus. In addition six different methods of 
gathering user related problems were performed. The different methods were 
interviews, observations, focus groups, an expert review and heuristic evaluations. The 
scientific value is to evaluate which of these methods gathered the most useful 
information. 
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1.5 CONTRIBUTION TO MEDIUS 
This thesis provides Medius with a summarised table of user related problems gathered 
by using six different methods. This will help the company to improve their product 
MediusFlow. A prototype is also presented where selected user problems were 
mitigated or solved. This gives Medius the opportunity to look at their product in a new 
way. Furthermore, this thesis discusses the methods for gathering user related problems 
and how well these methods can be integrated in Medius developing process. This 
approach will contribute to the enhancement of Medius developing processes.     

1.6 SCOPE 
As seen in figure 1 MediusFlow has many different modules for supporting workflow 
processes. When conducting the redesign of MediusFlow this thesis was limited to 
studying MediusFlows purchase module and the cost invoice part of the supplier 
invoice module. This was due to time limitations. This thesis was also limited to only 
studying version 7.2 or higher of MediusFlow system, since Medius has done 
considerable changes to the interface between version 6 and 7.     

1.7 TARGET READER 
The target reader for this thesis is primarily the developers at Medius. It may also be of 
interest for students, scientists or other developers about to conduct a user-centred 
design approach. It may also be interested for people in general with interest in user-
centred design and how this thesis has applied it on a practical case.  

1.8 OUTLINE 
99 % of the recipients will only read 1 % of the report, called the 99-1 rule. (Ohlsson, 
2004) This is an important factor to consider and an outline will assist the reader in 
receiving a comprehensive picture of the structure of this thesis. Furthermore, it enables 
the reader to choose the preferred parts to read.  

Chapter 1 – Introduction. This chapter gives the reader a background to why this thesis 
was written. The purpose and research questions derive from the background and are 
also explained in this chapter.     

Chapter 2 – Methodology. This chapter gives the reader a theoretical background and 
explanation of scientific approaches. The final part of this chapter explains the selected 
scientific theories used in this thesis.   

Chapter 3 – Theoretical framework. This chapter introduces the reader to usability and 
three methods on how to conduct a user-centred design process. Additionally, an 
explanation of how a user-centred design process can bring value to an organisation is 
described. A description of different methods for gathering user activities and how to 
evaluate the results are then described.  

Chapter 4 - Approach for redesigning MediusFlow. This chapter describes the 
theoretical framework used when redesigning MediusFlow. First I describe my dream 
approach of conducting the redesign.  After this follows a description on how I actually 
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conducted the redesign and finally I discuss the differences between the dream and 
reality approach and why these differences exists.        

Chapter 5 – Requirement activities in the Star Life Cycle. I have used the Star Life 
Cycle when redesigning MediusFlow and this chapter describes the different actions 
performed in the requirement activity and the evaluations of the results in this activity.  

Chapter 6 – The activity conceptual design in the Star Life Cycle. This chapter describes 
the action performed in the activity conceptual design and the evolutions made during 
this activity.  

Chapter 7 - Prototyping and Envisionment. This chapter describes the action performed 
in the activity prototyping and envisionment of design ideas and the evaluations 
performed in this activity. 

Chapter 8 - Conclusions and implications. This chapter describes the conclusions and 
implications of the research questions. 

Chapter 9 – Discussion. This chapter discusses the working process of this thesis. 
Furthermore, it is a discussion regarding the results and possible future research.     
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2 METHODOLOGY  
The purpose of this chapter is to describe different scientific theories and methods 

which are of interests in reaching the goal of this thesis. I have stated at the end of this 

chapter which scientific theories I have used in this study. This gives the reader the 

opportunity to valuate and estimate the truthfulness of my results.  

2.1 POSITIVISTIC VERSUS HERMENEUTIC 
According to Patel & Davison (1994) there are two major scientific approaches which 
divide the scientific society into two camps. These two approaches are positivism and 
hermeneutic theory and they represent two contradictory perspectives of knowledge.  

A positivistic scientist believes that personality, political opinions, religious opinions 
and assumptions can and should be separated from the scientist conducting a research; 
this is also referred to as an objective view of knowledge. Conducting a positivistic 
research begins by stating a hypothesis which should originate from existing theories 
and knowledge. The scientist then conducts tests which have to be measurable and 
recordable. It is central in the positivistic approach to be able to replace the scientist and 
still get the same result. The positivistic scientific view is mostly used in natural science 
and the scientist goal is to explain different phenomenona. (Patel & Davidson, 1994; 
Bryman, 2001) 

Hermeneutic theory was first a method for interpretation of biblical transcripts. 
(Bryman, 2001) This has evolved to also be used when interpreting non-biblical 
transcripts. The hermeneutic scientist believes that the human race can be interpreted 
through rigors analysis of the language. Nowadays the hermeneutic view is used in 
many scientific areas, but foremost in human-, culture- and social science. The 
hermeneutic scientist has a subjective view of the world where his or her pre-
comprehension is part of the research, not as an obstacle but as an asset. The 
hermeneutic approach to receive knowledge is to interpret human transcripts and 
actions. This process is referred to as a hermeneutic circle which first involves studying 
the research material from an overall picture, followed by a deeper study of specific 
parts of the materiel. After this the researcher again studies the research material from 
an overall view. This is done in an iterative process to gain a new understanding of the 
world. (Patel & Davidson, 1994) 

2.2 RELATION BETWEEN THEORY AND REALITY   
A researcher’s work consists of relating theory with reality. I will describe three 
different approaches deduction, induction and abduction to relate theory with reality. 
Deduction is the type of reasoning that proceeds from general principles and theory, and 
draw conclusions regarding specific cases, see figure 2. With a deductive method one 
assumes that objectivity is enhanced because the starting point is in existing theory. 
This makes the scientific process less affected by the researchers own subjective 
understanding of the world. One risk is that the underlying theories will affect and steer 
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the research process to the point where new findings are missed. (Patel & Davison, 
1994) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inductive research is conducted with the starting point in an empirical study. The 
researcher will then try to generalise the results into a theory which can be applied on 
other cases, see figure 2.  An inductive researcher can work more unbiased then a 
deductive researcher since there is no theory influencing the research, nevertheless the 
researchers own subjective ideas and understanding will affect the outcome of the 
results. (Patel & Davison, 1994) 

Abduction is a combination of the deductive and inductive methods. From the single 
case a hypothesis theory which can explain the case is created, this step can be seen as 
inductive. In the next step the researcher test the theory on new cases, this can be seen 
as deductive. After this step the theory can be modified and developed to be more 
general, see figure 2.  The abductive approach will not restrain the researcher in the 
same way as an inductive or deductive approach. A risk with the abductive procedure is 
that the researcher is influenced by earlier experiences and no research starts without 
any known or unknown preconditions. (Patel & Davison, 1994)  

2.3 VALIDITY AND RELIABILITY  
The purpose of all research is to produce high reliability and valid results in an ethical 
manner. Validity can be described in terms of internal and external where internal 
validity aims at questioning whether the results of the research are corresponding with 
reality. Is the researchers studying and measuring the correct things? (Merriam, 1994; 
Bryman, 2001) 

Ratcliffe (1983) in Merriam (1994) describes three perspectives to consider when 
measuring internal validity. The information used and obtained from a research does not 
speak for itself, there is always someone who interprets or translates the information. 
Secondly you cannot observe or measure something without changing it. Finally, 
Ratcliffe (1983), states that numbers, equations and words are abstract and symbolical 

FIGURE 2:  RELATION BETWEEN THEORY AND REALITY.  THE CONCEPTS DEDUCTION,
INDUCTION AND ABDUCTION ARE DESCRIBED.  (PATEL &  DAVISON,  1994)  
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representations of reality, not reality in themselves. There is no objective or universal 
method to guarantee a high internal validity. This means internal validity must then be 
measured, not in terms of reality but in interpretations of the researcher’s experience. 
(Merriam, 1994) 

Triangulation is a strategy to increase a research internal validity which means that you 
use different scientific sources of information and different methods to confirm the 
results. You can also ask your co-workers or supervisor to continuously review and give 
feedback during the research.  Another approach is to let the participant in the research 
be involved in all elements of the research. (Merriam, 1994)    

External validity is described as if the results of a scientific research can be generalised 
and used in other similar situations. A high external validity requires a high internal 
validity since there is no use in asking if meaningless information can be generalised. 
(Merriam, 1994; Bryman 2001) 

Reliability is to which extent your results can be repeated. Will the research provide the 
same result if it is repeated? This is problematic, especially in social science, because 
people tend to change their behaviour. A researcher should instead focus on internal 
validity which will also increase the reliability of the research. Triangulation can also be 
used to increase the reliability of a research. (Merriam, 1994) 

2.4 QUANTITATIVE OR QUALITATIVE RESEARCH STRATEGY  
Researchers with a quantitative or qualitative research strategy have different areas of 
interest and these differences derive from dissimilar views of what good knowledge is. 
Quantitative research holds primarily a deductive view of the relation between theory 
and reality and a positivistic view of knowledge. The quantitative researcher is 
interested in describing why a certain phenomenon is taking place and they use 
measuring as their main tool for doing this. Measuring gives the researcher a tool for 
finding and explaining the small differences between the chosen variables in the 
research, see table 1. (Bryman, 2001) 

 Quantitative Qualitative 
Relation between theory and reality Deductive Inductive 
Views of knowledge Positivistic Hermeneutic 

TABLE 1:  PRIMARY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE RESEARCH STRATEGY’S. 
(BRYMAN, 2001)   

Qualitative researches are, in contrast to the quantitative researches, interested in 
describing the phenomena that are taking place. They emphasises an inductive view of 
the correlation between theory and reality. The qualitative researcher opposes the 
positivistic view of knowledge and holds the view of how individuals understand and 
interpret their social reality, see table 1. (Bryman, 2001) 
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2.5 DATA GATHERING TECHNIQUES 
To gather information about people’s opinions, their knowledge and perceptions a 
researcher may use interviews and questionnaires. (Ejvegård, 2003) There are two 
aspects to consider when gathering information, first the level of standardisation and 
secondly the level of structure. A standardised interview is when a researcher asks the 
same questions in the exact same why to different respondents, this is used when you 
want to compare and generalise the collected data.  A low standardised interview is 
when a researcher formulates the questions during the interview and adapts the 
questions depending on the respondent’s answers. The level of structure in an interview 
is to what extent the respondent is given space and room to answer the questions. A 
high structured interview leaves little space for the informant to answer, see table 2. 
(Patel & Davidson, 1994) 

 High degree of structure Low degree of structure 
High degree of 
standardisation 

 

Survey with fixed 
questions 

Survey or interview with open 
questions 

Low degree of 
standardisation 

 

Focused interviews Journalistic interview 

TABLE 2:  THE DIFFERENCES IN INTERVIEWS AND QUESTIONNAIRES DEPENDING ON LEVEL OF 

STANDARDISED AND STRUCTURED QUESTIONS. (PATEL &  DAVIDSON,  1994) 

A questionnaire is normally cheaper and less time consuming than performing 
interviews.  You can reach many persons and since the questions are structured and 
standardised it is easy to compare the answers with one another. (Ejvegård, 2003) 
However, it is harder to create a good questionnaire than one might think. Formulating 
the questions is extremely difficult and it requires someone with feeling for language 
together with a good portion of common sense. (Bell, 2006)    

Interviews can give important empiric data, but one drawback is that they express what 
the informant thinks is taking place and not what might actually be taking place. 
Another method of collecting data is by using observations which is a useful method 
when learning about whether people behave in the way they say they do. Three 
questions needs to be answered before carrying out an observation, what to observe, 
what I, as a researcher, am interested in finding and why I think observations will give 
me these answers. (Bell, 2005) 

A risk with observations is that different observers tend to perceive different things 
when studying the same situation. People ‘filter’ what they observe and this can cause 
private interpretations to be included in the analyse resulting in not understanding what 
the observed activity means for the ones involved in the activity. (Bell, 2005) 

One may conduct either an open or a concealed observation. The later implies that the 
participants are not aware that they are being observed and the first implies that they 
are. The choice between open or concealed observations is a matter of method but most 
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a matter of ethics since it can violate peoples trust when not knowing their being 
observed. (Repstad, 2007) 

2.6 LITERATURE STUDY 
A thorough literature study is essential for the rest of the continuous work. (Olsson & 
Sörensen, 2007) When conducting a literature study a researcher often use article 
databases and libraries. The search often begins by defining specific search words or 
keywords. (Ejvegård, 2003)  

After finding interesting literature a researcher often needs to limit the amount of 
information since no one can read everything. By studying the specific literature for 
approximately twenty minutes reading the table of context and specific parts of the 
literature one can evaluate whether it is interesting for the study. (Ejvegård, 2003) 

2.7 CHOOSING SCIENTIFIC APPROACH 
This section describes the standpoints and views used in this thesis. A summary of how 
I conducted the interviews, observations and literature study is also presented in this 
section. Finally the methodology workflow used in this thesis is illustrated.   

2.7.1 THE SCIENTIFIC THEORIES USED IN THIS THESIS 

In this study a hermeneutic view of knowledge is used since I have used interpretation 
of interviews and observations as a main source of collecting empirical data. I also 
have predefined assumptions and knowledge about the research area. This might 
hinder a generalisation of the results and another researcher will probably not reach 
the same results if conducting a research with the same basic condition. However, I 
use triangulation as a method to mitigate the possibility of a bias result.   

I have primarily used a deductive approach in my study. There are numerous cases 
performed where researchers and experts have conducted a redesign of similar 
applications and through this formulated general rules and guidelines for designing 
interactive systems. I have studied different general principles for designing an 
interactive system with a user centred approach. I chose to use one approach which 
after an evaluation suited my situation and scope best. 

To increase validity and reliability I have used triangulation in my theory and 
methodology research. Using a hermeneutic approach can reduce the reliability of the 
research since the result may differ if another researcher conducted the same 
investigation. However, I used theories and principles by respected and well-known 
scientists which increase the reliability of this thesis.    

In this thesis a quality based approach was used since I was interested in gathering 
information from people about what they say and do. To record this kind of 
information qualitative research is most appropriate. In my deductive approach I used 
data from interviews, observations, and expert review, and heuristic evaluation, and 
focus groups which are based on theories regarding gathering user related problems.      
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2.7.2 MY INTERVIEWS AND OBSERVATIONS 

I conducted seven interviews with employees at Medius and they took approximately 
40-60 minutes to perform. I used a semi-structured set of questions, see appendix 3, 
which made it easier to compare the respondent’s answers. However, I still wanted the 
respondent to react to the questions and freely answer the questions. I asked 
complementary questions depending to the respondent’s answers. The interviews 
consequently had a high degree of standardisation and a low degree of structure. It was 
easy to book and perform the interviews with the employees at Medius.  

Four interviews were performed at a company using MediusFlow and I have chosen 
not to describe their business since some of the informants at the company wanted to 
be anonymous. These interviews had also a low degree of structure and a high degree 
of standardisation, since I wanted to get to know the user’s needs of the application 
MediusFlow. The interview questions are described in appendix 2. The interviews 
with people using MediusFlow were difficult to book and complete since the 
companies had little time to spare since it required half a working day to conduct these 
interviews and observations with four people. Two observations were also performed 
at the company by using a camcorder.  

2.7.3 MY LITERATURE STUDY 

I started my literature study by asking my supervisor at the school for tips of 
appropriate literature and user centred design approaches. The following books were 
suggested to me; Benyon et al (2005) Designing interactive systems: People, 

Activities, Contexts, Technologies. Gulliksen & Göransson (2002) Användarcentrerad 

systemdesign. Löwgren (1993) Human-computer interaction. What every system 

developer should know. Preece et al. (2002). Interaction design: beyond human-

computer interaction.   

Following this I used the recommended books references to further my investigation. I 
also conducted searches at the library with the keywords: “Usability”, “Usability 

evaluation”, “Interaction design”, “Usability engineering”, User-centred design”. 

Furthermore, I searched the databases Association for Computer Machinery (ACM) 
and The Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) for articles which 
were relevant for the study. 
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2.8 THE WORKFLOW OF THIS THESIS 
The methodology study resulted in the following way to conduct my research, see 
figure 3.  

 

FIGURE 3: THE SCIENTIFIC WORKFLOW PERFORMED IN THIS THESIS.     

Defining the purpose – At the start of the thesis a definition of the purpose was written 
together with my supervisor at school and my supervisor at Medius.  

Choosing scientific approach – A literature study was performed regarding scientific 
methodology and finished with the methodology standpoints used in the thesis.   

Literature study – A literature study regarding usability, user centred design processes 
and methods of collecting user related problems were performed and resulted with the 
choice of a Star Life Cycle method for redesigning MediusFlow.   

Gathering empirical data – In this activity I performed the chosen methods for gathering 
user related problems. This was executed iterative moving back and forth between the 
literature studies and gathering of empirical data.   

Analysis, results and implications – An analysis of the gathered data was performed and 
ended with the results of this thesis. The implications of these results were then 
discussed.   

Conclusions - A conclusion of the results was then presented.    
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3 THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
This chapter introduces the reader to the term usability. After that follows a description 

of three methods on how to conduct a user-centred design process continued by a 

comparison between three different methods. Additionally, an explanation of how user-

centred design processes can bring value to an organisation is described. A description 

of different methods for gathering user activities and evaluating the results is then 

described.  

3.1 USABILITY DEFINITIONS  
The goal of a user-centred design method is to create a usable system and therefore is 
the term usability a central concept in the field of user-centred design. (Löwgren & 
Stolterman, 2004) For that reason this chapter begins by describing three different 
definitions of usability.   

People in general usually have plenty of opinions regarding usability and they often 
discuss usability in terms of “user-friendly” or “easy to use”, referring to the interface 
or the graphics of the system. But they often have problems defining usability in 
concrete terms. Usability is a central term in user-centred design and if we are going to 
achieve usable system we need to define what we mean with the term usability. The 
purpose in defining usability is mainly for designers and developers to know how they 
are going to measure their progress in the design process. The definition does not state 
how this process takes place, nevertheless it helps in creating a foundation for 
communicating about usability issues in the organisation. (Gulliksen & Göransson, 
2002)     

3.1.1 ISO 9241-11, GUIDANCE TO USABILITY 

The International Standard Organisation (ISO) definition of usability is to which 
extent a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with 
effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use. The key words 
in this definition are: (ISO 9241-11, 1998)   

Effectiveness – Accuracy and completeness with which users achieve specified goals.   

Efficiency – Resources expended in relation to the accuracy and completeness with 
which users achieve goals. 

Context of use – Users, tasks, equipment (hardware, software and materials), and the 
physical and social environments in which a product is used.  

User – Person who interacts with the product. 

Satisfaction – Freedom from discomfort, and positive attitudes towards the use of the 
product.    
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The ISO definition furthermore states that usability is a measurable quantity, for 
instance, effectiveness can be measured in the time it takes for a user to finish a task. 
The definition includes measures of non-functional objectives such as user 
satisfactory. (ISO 9241-11, 1998)   

3.1.2 USABILITY ACCORDING TO JAKOB NIELSEN 

Jakob Nielsen holds a Ph. D. in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) from the 
Technical University of Copenhagen and is a well know researcher in this profession. 
According to Nielsen usability can be separated from functionality and he describes 
usability as only a small part of a greater question regarding user acceptance, which is 
whether the system fulfil the requirements and wishes of different people, see figure 4. 
(Nielsen, 2008) 

 

FIGURE 4:  ACCEPTANCE FOR A SYSTEM ACCORDING TO NIELSEN . (GULLIKSEN & GÖRANSSON,  2002)  

Nielsen defines usability with the following characteristics: (Nielsen, 2008) 

Easy to learn – How easy the system is to learn. 

Effective to use – When knowing the system it should be effective. 

Easy to remember – Defines how well a user remembers the system after not using it 
for a significant time period.  

Few errors – The possibilities of doing errors should be minimal and if a mistake is 
made the user should be able to go back.  

Subjective appeal – The user should enjoy using the system.   
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3.1.3 USABILITY ACCORDING TO SHACKEL  

One of the early definitions of usability is that a system should be easy to use, easy to 
learn, flexible and engender good attitude for people using the system and was defined 
by Shackel in 1990. The goals of usability are today seen as concerned with efficiency 
and effectiveness and a system with a high degree of usability will have the following 
characteristics: (Benyon et al., 2005) 

• It will be efficient in that people will be able to do things using an appropriate 
amount of effort. 

• It will be effective in that it contains the appropriate functions and information 
content, organised in an appropriate manner.  

• It will be easy to learn how to do things and remember how to do them after a 
while.  

• It will be safe to operate in the variety of contexts in which it will be used.  
• It will have a high utility in that sense it does the things that people want to get 

done.   

Another aspect of usability is to try to engender an accurate mental model of the system. 
Striving for a clear, simple and consistent conceptual model will increase the usability 
of the system. (Benyon et al., 2005) 

3.1.4 COMPARING THE USABILITY DEFINITIONS 

The similarities and differences between the definitions can be seen in table 3. 

ISO 9241-11 Nielsen Shackel 

Effectiveness Effectiveness Effectiveness 

 
Efficiency 

Learnability 
 
Rememberability 

Learnability 
Efficiency 

Satisfactory  Satisfactory  
Safe 

Context of use   

  TABLE 3:  COMPARING DIFFERENT DEFINITIONS OF USABILITY. 

One difference with the definitions is that the ISO definition does not express 
learnability as an important aspect of usability and this can be a drawback with this 
definition. However, learnability can be seen as being part of the term efficiency, since 
if users are to complete their task accurate in relations to the resources the system has 
to be easy to learn. Another difference is that the ISO definition defines that the 
usability of a system is affected by within which context it is used. Nielsen (2008) and 
Shackel (1990) definitions lack this explanation. According to Gulliksen & Göransson 
(2002) an interactive system does not have any inherent usability. Usability is only 
measurable when studying a system used by potential users and in its true context. The 
risk with not considering the context when defining usability is that one misses the 
social activity that influences the usability. (Gulliksen & Göransson, 2002)  
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These definitions are similar to each other and only minor differences exist, except for 
the ISO definition which also includes the context of use. I think this is an important 
aspect, with support of Gulliksen & Göransson (2002), when defining and especially 
measuring usability. My study was based on the ISO definition of usability.  

3.2 HISTORICAL APPROACHES FOR INVOLVING USERS 
Here follows a description of historical methods of involving users in the design 
process. This is done because the three methods later described in section 3.3 all inherit 
theory and techniques from these historical approaches.    

3.2.1 MODEL BASED DEVELOPMENT 

An approach which does not involve the user to any greater extent but still is essential 
in the development of designing usable systems was presented by Norman in 1986. 
This approach derives from cognitive psychology and focuses on the user’s mental 
model when designing a system. The main idea is to examine how the user constructs 
descriptive mental models regarding a certain phenomenon and try to emulate this 
mental image when constructing the system to support this phenomenon. This 
approach does not need to involve the user, since it builds around psychology theories 
about how people think, associate and act. (Gulliksen & Göransson, 2002)   

Clear conceptual design is central when designing a new system. In an ideal world the 
system should be easily learnt by the user. This is created when users have a clear 
mental model of the system which corresponds with the designer’s mental model and 
with what the system actually does. Often a user has to spend a long time looking for 
functions because the designer has put it somewhere unexpected. (Benyon et al. 2005) 

Norman (1986) in Benyon et al. (2005) describes this issue where designers have 
some conception of the system they have produced. This may or may not be the same 
as what the system actually does. The main difficulty is that developers only have the 
user interface, the behaviours of the system and documentation to express their mental 
model of the system. The user creates their mental model through the use of this 
system. The goal is to create a system where the user’s mental model is shaped 
through the use of the system and is corresponding to the developer’s mental model. In 
addition it is important that what the system actually does correspond to this mental 
model, see figure 5. (Benyon et al. 2005)  
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FIGURE 5:  A DESCRIPTION OF DESIGNERS AND USERS CONCEPTION RELATED TO THE SYSTEM. 
(BENYON ET AL.  2005)   

Designers will often represent their conceptual model using a diagrammatic technique. 
For instance, for a website it is usual to produce a site map. The site map is a 
conceptual model of the website’s structure. (Benyon et al. 2005)   

Norman has made the following general observations about mental models: (Benyon 
et al. 2005) 

• Mental models are incomplete. 
• People’s abilities to ‘run’ (or try out) their models are severely limited. 
• Mental models are unstable – people forget details. 
• Mental models do not have firm boundaries: similar devices and operations get 

confused with one another.  
• Mental models are unscientific, exhibiting ‘superstitious’ behaviour.  
• Mental models are parsimonious. People are willing to undertake additional 

physical operations to minimise mental effort, e.g. people will switch off the 
device and start again rather than trying to recover from an error.    

3.2.2 DIRECT MANIPULATION 

A direct manipulation interface is one where graphical objects on the screen are 
directly manipulated with a pointing device. (Benyon et al., 2005) The graphical 
interface made the computers more accessible for novice users and one of the reasons 
for this is that a graphical interface makes it possible to alter available functions in a 
direct manner. In 1998 Ben Shneiderman created the research area regarding direct 
manipulation and the process was to give the user direct physical feedback of their 
actions in the system. This makes the system easier to learn because the user is able to 
create a mental model of the system at a faster pace than without this direct 
manipulation. Direct manipulation is used in most graphical interfaces such as 
Microsoft’s operating system Vista or Apple’s operating system Leopard. (Gulliksen 
& Göransson, 2002)  
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3.2.3 CONTEXTUAL DESIGN 

An approach which advocates more user involvement is the contextual design. This is 
a cyclical process between gathering user requirement, designing, implementing and 
evaluating the system. This is done by using field studies to understand the user’s 
context. (Löwgren & Stolterman, 2004)  This method, which also is called customer-
centred design, moves the development process closer to the user and focuses on the 
user’s everyday tasks and working environment. 

3.3 COMPARING THREE DIFFERENT USER-CENTRED DESIGN METHODS 
To conduct user-centred design one should focus on the following comprehensive 
activities (Cooper & Reimann, 2003; Benyon et al. 2005): 

1. Identifying user needs and defining the requirements. 
2. Developing alternative designs that meet these requirements. 
3. Building interactive versions of the designs. 
4. Evaluating what is being built. 

In addition to these activities there are three characteristics of the user-centred design 
process: (Cooper & Reimann, 2003; Benyon et al. 2005): 

1. Users should be involved through the development of the project. 
2. Specific usability and user goals should be identified. 
3. Iteration through the four activities is inevitable.    

This is a general description of how to conduct a user-centred design of today. It may 
differ between literatures on how to conduct certain underlying techniques and in which 
order the different activities should take place, but they are all based on these activities. 
(Cooper & Reimann, 2003) There are many models and methods that connect the 
different basic activities.  

This thesis has studied three processes for involving the user in the development 
process. The three processes are:  

• Usability Engineering 
• Star Life Cycle model 
• Interaction Design 

The choice of these three methods is based on a discussion with my supervisor and a 
literature study. The reason for not spending too much time on finding different 
methods and comparing them to each other is because I wanted to spend more time on 
performing a user-centred design approach than on comparing different methods. 
However, I still wanted to compare these methods to examine which suited this study 
best with regards to time and resources available from the university and Medius.  

3.3.1 USABILITY ENGINEERING   

Usability Engineering was introduced by Deborah Mayhew in 1999 and focuses on 
continually measuring the usability of the system throughout the design process and 
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stops only when the predefined level of usability has been reached. (Gulliksen & 
Göransson, 2002) Usability engineering was introduced to clarify the roles between 
the developer and the user. (Löwgren, 1993)  

The usability engineering lifecycle, see figure 6, has three tasks, requirements 
analysis, design/testing/development, and installation. (Preece et al. 2002)  

 

 

FIGURE 6:  THE USABILITY ENGINEERING LIFECYCLE (PREECE ET AL., 2002) 
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The requirements analysis consists of getting to know the user and which tasks they 
perform. This part should produce a style guide which derives from a set of usability 
goals. The middle stage involves tasks such as producing sketches and prototypes and 
evaluating these with the predefined usability goals.  This is done iterative and finishes 
when all functionality and usability goals are met. The final part is installing the 
system and evaluating the results. Depending on project scope and scale some of the 
substeps can be skipped. (Preece et al., 2005; Faulkner, 2000) 

Usability engineering works well in companies with an engineering culture, but the 
disadvantage with this method is the tendency to only measure the functions and 
aspects that are easy to measure. (Löwgren & Stolterman, 2004) It is also problematic 
because the method assumes that the design problems can be stated before they are 
solved. (Löwgren, 1993)  

3.3.2 STAR LIFE CYCLE MODEL 

In 1989, the Star Life Cycle model was proposed by Hartson and Hix, see figure 7. 
The Star Life Cycle model was constructed by studying how interface designers 
conducted their work. This study detected two different modes of activity the interface 
designer performed. An analytic mode; where the designer works from a systems view 
towards a user’s view, and a synthetic mode; where the designer works from the user’s 
view towards the system view.  (Preece et al., 2002, Benyon et al., 2005)  

 

FIGURE 7: THE PROCESS OF DESIGNING INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS BY USING A STAR LIFE CYCLE MODEL. 
(BENYON ET AL.  2005) 

The purpose of the activity requirements is about understanding what the user is doing 
with the current system and about problems they might have encountered using the 
system. Furthermore, it is about understanding what the user wants to do and how 
people do what they do.  This is very important to know for the designers so they can 
develop technologies that make aspects of system more usable. To gather this 
information one could use interviews, questionnaires and observations. (Cooper & 
Reimann, 2003; Benyon et al., 2005) Requirements are divided into two types, 
functional and non-functional. Functional requirements are often well-known and 
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describe what the system must do. The non-functional requirement defines what the 
system must have, for example the system must present a business-like image. When 
specifying the requirements Benyon et al. (2005) suggests that they should include: 

• A unique reference. 
• A one-sentence summary. 
• The source of the requirement. Where does the user say or express this 

requirement?  
• The rationale for it. 
• The criteria for measuring whether the requirement has been satisfied. 
• A grade for importance of the requirement. 

To define the requirements we need information about the end-user. If you, as a 
designer, want to be successful when designing a system for a user you need to know 
the user. You need to understand the user’s wants, their needs, their motivations and 
the contexts. (Benyon et al. 2005; Cooper & Reimann, 2003; Gulliksen & Göransson, 
2002)  

Conceptual design is the need for describing the system in an abstract manner; this 
involves the logic, functions, structure and content of the system.  It can be viewed as 
a construction of a mental model of the system. (Benyon et al., 2005) The idea is that 
the user should be able to understand the system on a general level. (Löwgren, 1993) It 
should not be mixed up with the physical design even though they are closely linked 
together. Physical design is instead concerned with the allocations of artefacts and 
how these artefacts look and behave in relationship with the people using the artefact. 
(Benyon et al., 2005)   

The physical design is concerned with using the abstract representation, the conceptual 
model characterise and transform this into concrete designs with emphasis on several 
design suggestions. There are three components to physical design; when working 
with operational design you specify how everything works and how the content is 
structured and stored. When conducting a representational design you are concerned 
with colours, shapes, sizes, and information layout. And finally working with 
interaction design you are concerned with structuring the sequence of the 
functionality. There is a close connection between these components. (Benyon et al. 
2005) 

Prototyping and envisionment is the activity which involves representations of the 
future system in screen sketches and the important part is that these sketches are 
interactive.  This can be done by a high-fidelity or low-fidelity prototype, see section 
3.8 for more details. (Benyon et al., 2005) Envisionment is about making ideas visible. 
An envisionment can take many forms, sketches, mock-ups, software prototypes, 
cardboard models etc. Envisionment is required to represent our ideas to ourselves and 
to others. A finished design derives from numerous design suggestions in various 
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forms which throughout the design work becomes fewer and fewer and finally turns 
into the final design. (Benyon et al. 2005) 

Sketches are good for quickly visualising an idea. A designer should according to Ben 
Shneiderman use: “overview first, zoom and filter the details and demands” and 
sketches are a great way to get an overview. Storyboards are another technique to 
visualise key interaction moments. A cartoon like structure represents the different 
moments and it allows you to get a feel of the flow of the product. Navigation maps 
are a key feature in many systems and can be visualised by representing each site or 
location in the system with for example a heading or a box. Furthermore, all the pages 
that can be accessed from the different pages should also be represented. (Benyon et 
al. 2005)     

Evaluation includes reviewing, trying out or testing a design, software or a product to 
discover whether it is learnable, effective and accommodating.  This can be done by 
expert reviews and end-user testing. The important part is to in beforehand establish 
the aim of the evaluation, the intended users and the context of use for the tested 
software. (Benyon et al., 2005)  

3.3.3 INTERACTION DESIGN  

“Interaction Design is the definition and design of the behaviour of artefacts, 

environments, and systems, as well as the formal elements that communicate that 

behaviour.”  (Cooper & Reimann, 2003)  

Interaction Design is a discipline with a clear focus on the appearance and form of 
objects in the interface. For example an Interaction Designer focuses on the artefacts 
visual form, their audibility, the pattern they create, styles and idioms. Interaction 
Design also uses some techniques from usability engineering but views the result as 
greater than the sum of its parts. (Cooper & Reimann, 2003) A simple interaction 
design model can be seen in figure 8.   

 

FIGURE 8: A SIMPLE LIFE CYCLE MODEL FOR INTERACTION DESIGN . (PREECE ET AL., 2002) 
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Most projects starts by defining the needs and requirements. The life cycle of the new 
(or modified) product can be seen as the starting point of the Interaction Design 
model. Following, a set of alternative designs are produced in attempt to meet the 
needs and requirements that have been identified. After this interactive versions of the 
design are created and evaluated. A designer only stops the iterative process when 
reaching the predefined usability criteria. (Preece et al., 2002) 

3.4 A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE USER-CENTRED DESIGN METHODS 
These three user-centred design processes are very similar and they all have the basic 
activities which defines a user-centred design approach described in section 3.3. 

A positive quality of the usability engineering is the well defined steps that need to be 
conducted in order to reach the goals. This makes it easier for a people with little 
experience of conducting a user centred design, since they can follow the defined steps. 
The drawback is that the designers may focus too much on conducting the different 
activities that this hinders the designer from thinking “out of the box”. Usability 
Engineering and Interaction Design are also stricter than the Star Life Cycle, because 
the models have steps that need to be finished before moving on to the next step. I think 
that the Star Life Cycle model is a good design approach in this case since it lets the 
designer conduct different activities simultaneously. This is important since Medius and 
my supervisor at school has restricted time they can support me. Consequently, if I get 
stuck in an activity I can continue conducting other activities until I receive support and 
advice when using the Star Life Cycle model. Because of this I have chosen to use a 
Star Life Cycle model in the redesign of MediusFlow.   

3.5 GETTING TO KNOW THE USER 
According to Benyon et al. (2005) a design process must begin with understanding the 
people who are going to use the system. Which activities are fundamental in the new 
system and in what context are these activities going to take place. Finally examinations 
of possible technologies are needed before the design process can start. This is called a 
People, Activities, Context and Technologies (PACT) analysis.  

3.5.1 PEOPLE 

When designing systems for the user we need to know the capabilities and limitations 
of the people using the systems. Consequently, cognitive psychology presents 
important theories when designing for people. Memory, mental models and visual 
perception are all interesting aspects in getting to know the mental life of people. 
(Benyon et al. 2005)  

Human memory is often divided into working memory and long-term memory. 
Working memory is a short-term memory and holds material for up to 30 seconds and 
if we as humans do not refresh or repeat the content for 30 seconds it will fade away. 
The capacity of the short-term memory is also very limited and it is easily overwritten 
and pushed out by new material. Long-term memory is often referred to as the 
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opposite of short-term memory and holds an unlimited capacity and can last from a 
few minutes to a lifetime. (Benyon et al. 2005) 

There are two important mechanisms in the long-term memory, recall and recognition. 
Recall is where individuals search actively in their memory for information, for 
example remembering the telephone number to your friend. Recognition involves 
collecting information and then searching your memory to decide if this piece of 
information matches what you have in your memory store, for example finding a 
telephone number on a piece of paper and recognising that it is your friends number.   
Performing a recognition process is often easier and quicker than a recall process. 
(Benyon et al. 2005)  

Another important issue is the mental model individuals create to make sense of the 
world. For example, the answer to the question on how a web-based application works 
probably differs if you are a computer expert or if you are Aunt Agatha. Both of them 
will create an answer to the question, a mental model of how the application works. 
The expert may create a mental model where the web application is three-tiered, 
where the first tier is a web browser sending requests to the middle tier. It services 
them by making queries against the database and generates a user interface. Aunt 
Agatha may think that the interfaces are generated by pressing a button and then the 
computer “works” for a while to show her the new interface. Good designers create a 
clear mapping between the user’s mental model and the design of the system. (Benyon 
et al. 2005)  

Visual perception is the way we humans extract meaning from light falling on our 
eyes. For example, visual perception lets us recognise our family members or the 
‘start’ button in Windows XP. People with normal sight perceive a stable, three-
dimensional world filled with objects. This is collected by the brain which interprets 
the sensory data picked up by our eyes. (Benyon et al. 2005) 

Colour blindness is an important matter to consider when choosing what colours to use 
in the design. Red-green colour blindness affects 1 in 12 men and 1 in 25 women. A 
rare form of colour blindness affects the perception of the colours blue and yellow. 
Markus (1992) presents five rules for using colours when designing. (Benyon et al. 
2005) 

1. Use a maximum of 5 ± 2 colours. 
2. Use foveal (central) and peripheral colours appropriately. 
3. Use a colour area that exhibits a minimum shift in colour and/or size if the 

colour area changes in the size. 
4. Do not use simultaneous high-chroma, spectral colours. 
5. Use a familiar, consistent colour coding with appropriate references.  
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3.5.2 USER ACTIVITY 

The central characteristic of all human activities can be described by a subject (one or 
more people) and the persons object (purpose) using artefacts or tools. There are also 
interests from the community (all other groups with interests in the activity) and the 
division of labour (how much responsibility and power over the activity the subject 
has) and finally the praxis (the formal and informal rules between the subjects, the 
activity and the community), see figure 9. These characteristics are referred to as the 
activity triangle. (Benyon et al. 2005) A workplace is not a collection of individuals 
performing stand alone tasks. The workplace is more of a society where social norms, 
governing behaviour, and power structures are fought over. (Löwgren, 1993)       

When people first learn to operate a new task or activity their focus is on the 
operational level. For example, when learning to shift gears, people focus on 
clutching, then shifting gear and releasing the clutch. Over time and with practice 
these activities became automatic and are only pushed back to the operational level if 
the context changes. For instance, people who learned how to drive on the right hand 
side of the road will refocus on the operational level for shifting gear when driving in 
England, where they drive on the left hand side of the road. (Benyon et al. 2005) 

3.5.3 CONTEXT 

A context can be divided into physical, social or organisational context. The physical 
environment is important to take into account when designing an interactive system. It 
may be noisy, cold, wet or dirty. The social context is also important. An environment 
which is supportive will offer support of the activity where manuals and tuition 
experts help people who are stuck. Social norms may dictate the acceptance of certain 
systems. Finally the organisational context describes how new technologies may 
change or alter communication and power structures in an organisation. (Benyon et al. 
2005)  

 

FIGURE 9: AN ACTIVITY TRIANGLE.  (BENYON ET AL.  2005) 
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3.5.4 TECHNOLOGY 

When designing we have to decide on what technologies to use. Should we use a 
keyboard, touch screen, mouse, or a joystick et cetera as our input device? An 
interactive system consists of hardware and software that transform some input data 
into output data. Historically, there has been a change from the command line user 
interfaces to graphical interfaces. Today it is very easy to create a graphical interface 
and many people do not consider usability when designing these. This has led to the 
creation of Style Guides which provides the developer with a range of advice for the 
design of the user interface. (Benyon et al. 2005)  

3.6 HOW USER-CENTRED DESIGN PROCESSES CAN BRING VALUE 
To sustain a business you need to focus on building a good business model as well as 
focusing on the technology model which focuses on a the company’s capacity in 
creating the technology. It is when a company balances these processes together with 
user desires that they can build successful software, see figure 10. (Cooper & Reimann, 
2003) 

 

FIGURE 10:  BUILDING SUCCESSFUL DIGITAL PRODUCT REQUIRES THESE THREE PROCESSES TO BE 

CONSIDERED AND ALIGNED IN A SUITABLE WAY.  (COOPER & REIMANN, 2003)    

An important question before designing with a user-centred approach is to answer why 
an organisation should conduct their development process in this manner. Not many 
organisations are willing to spend money on actions and activities that does not bring 
value. While it may cost money to focus on users and usability, not focusing on users 
and usability is likely to cost more. (Dumas & Redish, 1999)       

Standish Group (1995) conducted an investigation of American IT-development 
projects. In America organisations jointly spend 250 billion dollars every year on IT-
projects. 16.2 % of these projects were considered a success and the main aspect for this 
success was user involvement in the development process, clear requirements 
specification and good planning and support from the decision makers. (Gulliksen & 
Göransson, 2002) 
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Nearly 50 % of the code in an IT-system is associated to the user interface but this is 
rarely backed by 50 % of the development time. Instead it is usually functionality and 
database programming which is given most of the time. (Gulliksen & Göransson, 2002) 

Everyone will benefit from a usable system. Users are obviously benefiting with a 
reduced learning curve and allowing them to use the functions with less effort. 
Approximately companies focusing on usability have the cost-benefit ratio for usability 
at $1:$10-$100. For every dollar spent on usability one can expect to save 10-100 dollar 
on reduced training, selling more of the product et cetera (Donahue et al. 1999) 
Companies using a user-centred design approach benefits by: 

Selling more of the products – Customers are interested in buying usable systems and a 
developing company can increase sales when showing interest in and actions towards 
usability. (Dumas & Redish, 1999; Bias & Mayhew, 2005)   

Selling other products – If a customer is satisfied and productive with the first product 
you sell they are likely to buy your next product. A long life for a company depends on 
repeat business. (Dumas & Redish, 1999) 

Save developing costs – Changes cost less when made early in the development life 
cycle. The top four answers to way a company’s software development cost was greater 
than expected could have been mitigated or reduced by a user focus in the development 
process. (Bias & Mayhew, 2005)     

Enhancing the company’s reputation – A cost-effective strategy is selling by reputation, 
but only if words are positive. Satisfied customers sell your product and dissatisfied 
customers can kill a product. (Dumas & Redish, 1999; Bias & Mayhew, 2005)  

Saving money on internal products – When designing a product that will be used within 
your company do not dismiss usability. Usability can instead be of double value in an 
internal product. If an internal user has to call the support line or ask people for help the 
company pays both for the support person’s time and the user’s non-productive time. 
(Dumas & Redish, 1999; Bias & Mayhew, 2005)    

Reducing support cost – Many companies spend a lot of time and money supporting 
users with help desks, customer-service canters, installation and maintenance. (Dumas 
& Redish, 1999)     

Reducing training cost – A major expense in buying software is training, either paid by 
the developer or by the user. Before the ratio of training cost to product cost was low. 
However, today software is inexpensive and the ratio is now high, with the consequence 
of less time and money being spent on training and training materials. (Dumas & 
Redish, 1999; Bias & Mayhew, 2005)    

Reducing the need for updates and maintenance releases – Users today know that a 
usable system can be achieved; they have other products that meet that expectation. So 
not focusing on usability before releasing a new product on the market can be 
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devastating where you have to spend time on fixing problems and incorrect 
documentations. (Dumas & Redish, 1999; Bias & Mayhew, 2005)    

Making documentation and training easier to develop – A consistent product that is 
developed for the user does not need to be reorganised or reinterpreted when designing 
and making documentations or a logical tutor. (Dumas & Redish, 1999; Bias & 
Mayhew, 2005)     

3.7 DATA GATHERING TECHNIQUES  
Here follows a description of different techniques for gathering user requirements and 
needs.     

3.7.1 INTERVIEWS & QUESTIONNAIRES   

Designers usually use semi-structured interviews with pre-prepared questions but 
depending on the respondents answers also explore new interesting topics when they 
arise during the interview. Often the designers only prepare a checklist of questions 
and the respondent is given plenty of space to answer these questions; this method is 
demanding for the interviewer but is often repaid by high-quality data. To conduct 
interviews for approximately ten people or less will obtain more information than a 
questionnaire and in roughly the same amount of time. (Benyon et al. 2005) Preece et 
al. (2002) suggests when developing interview questions are to keep them short, 
straightforward, avoiding asking to many.   

3.7.2 OBSERVATIONS 

An interactive design process should complement interviews and questionnaires with 
observations since it is difficult for people to explain and describe all the details of 
what they do and how they do it. Sometimes this is because the action or activity is 
hard to describe in words. Another reason for using observations is since interviews 
might describe the ‘official’ procedure rather than how it’s done in practice. (Benyon 
et al. 2005) 

Field studies are conducted on systems that are already in use and are done before a 
redesign or new development of a system. When conducting a field study you spend 
time at the end-user and in their usual context. The evaluator views end-users perform 
their tasks and observe and ask questions during this session. The end-users can also 
answer a questionnaire regarding on how the system is working. The field study will 
give the best and most relevant information but can be expensive since end-users are 
interrupted in their daily work. (Gulliksen & Göransson, 2002) 

Many experts use a framework to focus their observation. Frameworks are good at 
making the observer focus on their goals and questions. Goetz and LeCompte (1984) 
in Peerce et al. (2002) state the following framework. 
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• Who is present? How would you characterise them? What is their role? 
• What is happening? What are people doing and saying and how are they 

behaving? Does any of this behaviour appear routine? What i their tone and 
body language? 

• When does the activity occur? How is it related to other activities? 
• Where is it happening? Do physical conditions play a role?  
• Why is it happening? What precipitated the event or interaction? Do people 

have different perspectives? 
• How is the activity organised? What rules or norms influence behaviour? 

Using a camcorder, as an observation method, to analyse a user task is a powerful tool 
because it is excellent at documenting how the users are acting and solving their tasks. 
Letting users or developers analyse a video provides a great deal of information about 
the context in which the system is used. (Gulliksen & Göransson, 2002) A risk with 
using a camcorder is that the researcher only sees the world through the lens of the 
camera and might miss other things going on around the camera. It is very time-
consuming to analyse video data. However, it is usual for evaluators to focus their 
attention on particular episodes. (Preece et al. 2002)  

3.7.3 DATA LOGGING 

Data logging is effective in gathering data about user activity and can provide 
extensive timing data. This is important when measuring usability and is usually used 
to collect information about a system already in use. It is typical that the information is 
used to illustrate statistics about frequently used feature in the program or the 
frequency of error messages. (Holzinger, 2005)  

Data logging usually involves recorded key presses, mouse movements and is often 
combined with audio and video recordings to help the evaluator understand how the 
user worked with the system. An advantage with logging activities is that the user 
might not even be aware she is being monitored. This gives a more truthful picture of 
the user’s actions but raises ethical concerns regarding observing someone without 
their approval. Today there is several visualisation software to help explore and 
analyse the large volumes of data that gets generated when performing a data log. 
(Preece et al. 2002)     

3.7.4 FOCUS GROUPS 

Focus groups are good at highlighting areas of consensus and/or disagreement. (Preece 
et al., 2002) Similar to questionnaires a focus group is another way of reaching many 
people’s opinions. Here a group of people receive questions by a facilitator and are 
encouraged to react to each other’s comments. A disadvantage with using focus 
groups is the tendency for people in the group to highlight abnormal actions 
disproportionately. (Benyon et al. 2005) 
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3.7.5 EXPERT REVIEW 

An expert review is conducted by one or more usability experts walking through a 
system’s functions and design looking for design errors and usability faults. An expert 
review is not conducted with any end-user input. During an evaluation the expert 
evaluates the system against checklists and rules of thumb for good usability. This is a 
speedy method but it will not provide all information about different usability 
problems since there is no end-user contact. (Gulliksen & Göransson, 2002)    

One example of an expert review is heuristic evaluation. Usability heuristics are 
created based on psychological theory and practical experience. The evaluation 
involves experts checking the application against a list of principles or so called 
‘heuristics’. (Benyon et al. 2005) This is also supported by Faulkner (2000) who states 
that the idea of a heuristics evaluation is based on testing the conformance of the 
interface to a set of predefined guidelines. The people conducting the evaluations 
check the whole system from dialog boxes to error messages et cetera. 

Visibility - Try to make things visible so people can see available functions and what 
the system is doing. It is easier to recognise things than to have to recall them. 
(Benyon et al., 2005) Are users informed about what is going on? (Preece et al., 2002)  

Consistency - Be consistent in the use of design features. (Benyon et al., 2005) Are 
similar actions performed in the same way? (Preece et al., 2002) 

Familiarity - Use language and symbols that the user will be familiar with. (Benyon et 
al., 2005)    

Affordance - Design things clear to understand what they are for. (Benyon et al., 2005) 
Are objects, actions and options always visible? (Preece et al., 2002)  

Navigation - Provide support to enable people to move around in the system. (Benyon 
et al., 2005) Is it possible for users to easily escape from places they find themselves 
in? (Preece et al., 2002)   

Control - Make it clear who is in control. Allow the user to take control. (Benyon et 
al., 2005) 

Feedback - Rapidly give feedback to the user so they know what their actions resulted 
in.  (Benyon et al., 2005) 

Recovery - Enable recovery from actions. (Benyon et al., 2005) 

Constraints - People should not be able to make serious mistakes. (Benyon et al., 
2005) It is easy to make errors? (Preece et al., 2002) 

Flexibility - Allow multiple ways of doing things. (Benyon et al., 2005)  Are their 
shortcuts available for experienced users? (Preece et al., 2002)  

Style - Designs should be stylish and attractive. (Benyon et al., 2005) 
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Conviviality - Interactive systems should be polite, friendly, and pleasant. (Benyon et 
al., 2005) 

To perform a heuristic evaluation first you execute a briefing session where the 
experts are told what to do. It is usual to also distribute a script so that the experts 
receive the same information. After this an evaluation period takes place, 
approximately for 1-2 hours, in which the experts independently inspect the system, 
using the heuristic. It is important that the experts take notes of her findings. Finally a 
debriefing session takes place in which the experts meet to discuss their findings and 
to prioritise between the problems they have found and also of possible solutions to 
these problems. (Preece et al. 2002)     

3.7.6 SCENARIO BASED REVIEWS 

Scenario based reviews are conducted on systems that are in the developing process. 
The participant in the review receives tasks, in the form of a scenario hence the name 
of the method, to perform with the support of the system. The users are observed when 
conducting the scenario and they are given a few questions on what they thought about 
the system. This is an excellent review and evaluation method when working with 
prototypes. (Gulliksen & Göransson, 2002)   

There are four different types of scenarios: user stories, conceptual scenarios, concrete 
scenarios and use cases. User stories are experiences or ideas of people and are small 
parts of an activity. Conceptual scenarios are good for understanding the requirements 
of the system. These scenarios are more abstract then user stories and offers little to no 
explanation of how some functionality will be provided instead it provides an abstract 
description of the system. Numerous concrete scenarios can be generated using one 
conceptual scenario and begin to describe interface design and functionality. Use cases 
describe the interaction between actors and devices. (Benyon et al. 2005)        

3.7.7 COMPARING DATA GATHERING METHODS 

There are two main differences in data gathering techniques; the amount of time they 
take to perform and the knowledge the analyst must have regarding cognitive 
processes. Using a mix of the different techniques often generates a better foundation 
for the analysis, hence the possibility for a better result. Table 4 describes the 
differences and similarities of the data gathering techniques. (Preece et al., 2002) 

 Good for Kind of data Advantages Disadvantages 
Questionnaire Answering 

specific questions 
Mostly 
Quantitative. 

Reach many 
people 

Response rate 
may be low 

Interviews Explorative 
research 

Mostly 
qualitative 

In depth 
understanding of 
user needs 

Time consuming 

Observations Understanding the 
user’s context 

Qualitative The only 
technique for 
gathering 
information 
about what the 
user actually do  

Time consuming 
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Data logging Gathering the 
exact time it takes 
to perform 
activities and 
errors 

Quantitative Get exact time of 
actions and 
statistics of user 
activities  

May generate 
enormous 
amount of data 

Focus groups Collecting 
multiple 
viewpoints 

Mostly 
qualitative 

Highlights areas 
of consensus and 
conflicts. 
Encourages 
contact between 
developers and 
users  

Possibility of 
discussion 
regarding 
abnormal actions  

Expert review Evaluating 
existing systems 
and designs 

Qualitative A cheap and fast 
way to find 
many user 
related problems 

It is hard to get 
hold of an expert 
and the result 
may overlook the 
underlying user 
problems  

Scenario based 
review 

Evaluating 
existing systems 
and designs 

Qualitative. A good way of 
testing if a 
workflow or a 
function works 
as planned 

It is hard to get 
hold of potential 
users 

                TABLE 4:  A  COMPARISON OF THE DIFFERENT DATA GATHERING TECHNIQUES.     

3.8 PROTOTYPE 
A prototype is a partial version of a system design. Prototypes are used to great extent 
in the field of user-centred design. The reason for building a prototype is to test the 
system, or parts of the system, with the user or potential users. (Benyon et al. 2005) 
This is supported by Löwgren (1993) saying that the main reason for building 
prototypes are to illustrate ideas, an idea is hard to evaluate but a prototype can be 
evaluated in many different ways. This will give the design team answers whether the 
functions and interface work well together with the user without spending a great deal 
of time and money building the real system. A prototype may be made by something as 
simple as a piece of paper or cardboard, called low-fidelity prototypes, or it may be 
more advanced using sophisticated software, called high-fidelity prototypes. (Benyon et 
al. 2005) 

A high-fidelity prototype is similar to the final product’s look and feel and is often 
created in software. The advantages with using a high-fidelity prototype are when 
evaluating design elements, for example content, visuals, interactivity and functionality. 
A problem with high-fidelity prototypes is that the developer may “fall in love” with the 
design and be reluctant to discard non-working functions and design solutions. (Benyon 
et al. 2005)  

Low-fidelity prototypes are widely used in practice by usability professionals and are 
often produced on paper. This is because many experts argue that you get the 80/20 
rule: you get 80 % of the benefits for 20 % of the work. (Löwgren, 1993) Low-fidelity 
prototypes focus on visualising broad design ideas, such as content, form and structure. 
Other ideas that can be visualised and tested are key functionality and navigational 
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structure. The main idea with low-fidelity prototypes is that they are produced rapidly 
and if necessary discarded as quickly, see table 5 for a summary of the advantages and 
disadvantages with high-fidelity and low-fidelity prototypes. (Benyon et al. 2005) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 5:  A DESCRIPTION OF THE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES WITH LOW-FIDELITY AND HIGH-
FIDELITY PROTOTYPES.  (PREECE ET AL. 2002) 

According to Gulliksen & Göransson (2002) advantages and possibility that arise when 
using prototyping are, exploring new solutions, testing functionality, defining 
requirements, finding weaknesses and testing performance, looks et cetera.  

If we generalise there are two types of prototyping, explorative prototype and iterative 
developed prototype. The characteristics for an explorative prototype are: (Gulliksen & 
Göransson, 2002) 

• “Throw-it-away” mentality. 
• Cheap – Since it should to be easy to throw away if needed. 
• Most commonly done on paper. 
• Appropriate when gathering information about system requirements or testing if 

a solution is reasonable. 

The characteristics for an iterative developed prototype are: (Gulliksen & Göransson, 
2002) 

• A compromise between “real developing” and prototyping. 
• Building the system gradually which will eventually become the real system. 
• Trying to overcome the space between prototyping and implementation. 

A prototype can also have different types of focus, depending on the goals with the 
prototype. The prototype can test the system vertically and this often implies rigours 
testing of a few functions. A horizontal prototype is for testing the entire interface with 
all the functions but with little to no depth in these functions. An alternative to this is a 
prototype testing a scenario which implies testing a specified task, see figure 11. 
(Gulliksen & Göransson, 2002)  

 Advantages Disadvantages 
Low-
fidelity 

• Lower development cost. 
• Address screen layout issues.  
• Evaluate multiple design concepts.  

• Navigational and flow limitations.  
• Limited error checking. 
• Limited ability to perform usability 

tests.  
 

High-
fidelity 

• Complete functionality. 
• Fully interactive.  
• Look and feel of final product.  
 

• More expensive to develop.  
• Time-consuming to create.  
• Not effective for requirements 

gathering.  
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FIGURE 11:  THREE WAYS OF CONDUCTING TESTS OF A PROTOTYPE: VERTICAL,  HORIZONTAL OR AS A 

SCENARIO. (GULLIKSEN &  GÖRANSSON,  2002)   

3.9 STYLE GUIDE  
A Style Guide is a collection of specific design rules and principles. (Peerce et al. 2002) 
In specific cases a Style Guide can be developed for cooperate branding. A Style Guide 
is good when designing the interaction details such as buttons and labels et cetera. 
However, users’ behaviour and users’ mental models are not represented in a Style 
Guide which is very important when designing an interactive system. (Cooper & 
Riemann, 2003)     
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4 APPROACH FOR REDESIGNING MEDIUSFLOW  
Here follows a description, with the theoretical framework as a base, my approach 

when redesigning MediusFlow. First I describe my dream approach of conducting the 

redesign of MediusFlow.  After this follows a description on how I actually conducted 

the redesign and finally I discuss the differences between the dream approach and 

reality and why these differences exist.    

4.1 DREAM APPROACH 
If I had all the time and money in the world I would have conducted my redesign of 
MediusFlow in the following way.  I would have used the Star Life Cycle, see figure 
12, since this method is flexible because it allows the designer to work with different 
activities at the same time.   

 

FIGURE 12:  THE STAR LIFE CYCLE FOR DESIGNING INTERACTIVE SYSTEMS.   

4.1.1 REQUIREMENTS 

I would begin by gathering information about MediusFlow by studying the 
application. This would be complemented by interviews with Medius employees 
regarding their product and their views on user problems. I would perform ten 
interviews at Medius with people holding different roles such as sales mangers, 
developers, product managers, and technical managers. The goal with this activity 
would be to gather knowledge about the application and the employee’s opinions 
about user problems and who the users are. 

To get to know who the users of MediusFlow are and to gather the requirements and 
needs of the users I would conduct interviews, observations, expert reviews, focus 
groups, and data logging. I would perform ten semi-structured interviews with end 
users. I would also observe these ten users at work and how they use MediusFlow. 
This would be complemented by video recording and data logging to document the 
observations and to get the exact time of different activities performed by the user. I 
would also perform three expert reviews to collect potential user problems and finally 
two focus groups with approximately six participants in each group. All the collected 
problems would then be summarised in a table and prioritised. This would result in a 
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PACT analysis and a requirement specification with a Style Guide specifically 
focusing on guidelines for avoiding usability problems.    

4.1.2 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN 

In this activity I would perform a site map of MediusFlow to get an overview of the 
different workflows. I would also start sketching some ideas with regards to the 
findings from the gathering of requirements.  

4.1.3 PROTOTYPING 
I would start by creating low-fidelity prototypes as required to illustrate early design 
suggestions based on the requirement specifications. The prototypes would then be 
tested and evaluated on users and potential users to quickly gain positive and negative 
feedback regarding the prototypes. I would test the prototypes functional, vertical and 
as scenarios. After the evaluation the prototypes would be redesigned or complete new 
prototypes would be created and this would continue until the requirements are 
fulfilled.   

4.1.4 PHYSICAL DESIGN 

The prototype which fulfils the requirements specification would be developed with a 
high-fidelity prototype and then tested with the “real” interaction on users to fix small 
problems. This is the final part of the design process and when completed the actions 
in the Star Life Cycle are finished. 

4.2 ACTUAL APPROACH 
I have used the Star Life Cycle, see figure 12, when redesigning MediusFlow because it 
made my work more flexible in the way that the method allows the designer to conduct 
different activities at the same time.   

4.2.1 REQUIREMENTS  

I began by gathering information about MediusFlow by studying the application and 
information about MediusFlow on the internal network and the internet. This was 
complemented by interviews with Medius employees regarding their product and their 
views on potential user problems. I performed seven interviews at Medius with people 
holding roles such as sales mangers, developers, product manager, and technical 
manager, see appendix 3 for the questions and appendix 5 for a summary of the 
interviews. The goal with this activity was to gather knowledge about the application 
and the employee’s opinions about user problems and who the users are.  

To further understand who the users of MediusFlow are and to gather their 
requirements and needs I used interviews, observations, expert reviews, focus groups 
and studied the support errands coming in to Medius via MediusFlow. A PACT 
analysis was conducted and the detected problems were summarised in a table and a 
priority list was made by discussions with my supervisor at Medius. This was 
complemented by producing a Style Guide where company specific guidelines are 
presented. The highest prioritised problem was than selected. The selected problem 
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was to generate a better mental model for the user regarding the case “bergsåkers 
travsport” in MediusFlow, see appendix 1 for a description of this case. 

4.2.1.1 Interviews 
I performed four semi-structured interviews with end users; see appendix 2 for the 
interview questions and appendix 6 for a summary of the interviews. The company 
was selected by Medius and the interviews were conducted at the company and took 
approximately 30-40 minutes each to complete. I used a tape recorder to document 
the interviews and the problems were added to a list, see table 6 section 5.2.    

4.2.1.2 Observations 
Video recording the use of MediusFlow was also performed with two users. This 
generated 40 minutes of film. The film was viewed several times and all the user 
related problems were documented and added to the problem list.    

4.2.1.3 Expert review 
An expert review was also conducted. The expert was Ph. Licentiate in Computer 
Science Magnus Ingmarsson at Linkoping’s University and he performed a scenario 
based review. Ingmarsson walked through the case “bergsåkers travsport”, see 
appendix 1, and gave his expert opinions regarding usability and potential user 
problems regarding this case. I sat next to him during this evaluation asking 
questions when I did not understand and documented his opinions. This resulted in 
user related problems added to the list of problems.  

A heuristic evaluation was also conducted with two employees at Medius. The 
evaluation was performed by letting the two employees walk through the case 
“bergsåkers travsport”, see appendix 1, using the guidelines, see section 3.7, writing 
down detected problems.     

4.2.1.4 Focus groups 
Two focus groups with six participants in each group were performed at a user 
meeting in Stockholm on the 16th and 17th of April. These two focus groups were 
lead by employees at Medius and I documented interesting discussions regarding 
usability problems. 

4.2.1.5 Support errands  
When performing the interviews with Svensson (2008) and Bengtsson-Staberg 
(2008) they suggested studying the support errands to find user related problems. 
This was done and the user related problems were collected and summarised to the 
list of problems.  

4.2.2 CONCEPTUAL DESIGN  

I constructed a site map to get an overview of MediusFlow and to get a better 
overview of the workflow of MediusFlow, see appendix 4.  
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4.2.3 PROTOTYPING 

A creation of two low-fidelity prototypes, to illustrate early design suggestions based 
on the most important requirement specifications, were conducted. The prototypes 
were than tested on two employees at Medius. The tests were conducted by using the 
scenario “bergsåkers travsport”, see appendix 1. The evaluation of the prototypes 
resulted in the discussion future redesign of one of the prototypes. 

4.3 DIFFERENCES BETWEEN DREAM AND REALITY 
The most important difference between the dream approach and the real approach of 
conducting the redesign is the evaluation of the prototypes which were planned to be 
performed by users or potential users. This was not done due to customers not finding 
the time to interrupt their daily work to perform this evaluation and this lead me to 
performing the evaluation with Medius employees instead. This is a weakness, since the 
design suggestions are not tested on real users. This needs to be addressed when 
finishing this study. 

Another difference is the number of users interviewed and observed. This was due to 
time limitations. The companies using MediusFlow did not have time and Medius 
employees were and are working in a hectic environment and did not have all the time 
to focus on my study.   
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5 REQUIREMENT ACTIVITY IN STAR LIFE CYCLE 
I have used the Star Life Cycle when redesigning MediusFlow and this chapter 

describes the different actions performed in the requirement activity and the evaluation 

of the results, see figure 13. The activities in the Star Life Cycle should be seen as 

interwoven with each other however to get an understandable overview of the 

conducted methods I prefer to describe them separately.   

 

FIGURE 13:  THE REQUIREMENT ACTIVITY HIGHLIGHTED IN THE STAR LIFE CYCLE METHOD.    

5.1 MEDIUSFLOW 
Here follows a description of MediusFlows invoice module. There are three types of 
invoices which MediusFlow handles, goods invoices, cost invoices and subscription 
invoices and the system handles the following formats Electronic Data Interchange 
(EDI), scanned paper invoices and electronic invoices. The general workflow for 
supplier invoice errands can be seen in figure 14. (Medius, 2008) 

 

FIGURE 14:  THE WORKFLOW IN MEDIUSFLOW WHEN RECEIVING AN INVOICE. (MEDIUS,  2008)    
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When receiving a goods invoice the system compares the supplier invoice with the 
purchase order and detects whether there are any differences, for example price and 
number of delivered articles between these two. If there is a difference the system 
illustrates this and lets the user take appropriate actions. If there are no differences, or 
when the differences have been corrected, MediusFlow notifies the individuals who 
have certifications rights and they authorise the payment of the invoice. Without the 
system this is normally done by manual labour and the purpose of the supplier invoice 
module is to reduce the time spent on processing each invoice.  

5.2 GATHERED DATA  
Data has been gathered regarding the users and user problems by conducting interviews, 
heuristic evaluations, expert review, observations, focus groups, and studying the 
support errands. A summary of the gathered problems is presented in table 6. For a full 
summary of the interview questions see appendix 2 and for a summary of the conducted 
interviews see appendix 6.  

5.2.1 TABLE OF COLLECTED DATA 

Here are the collected problems summarised together with which methods that 
identified the problems. 

A = Interviews, B = Heuristic evaluation, C = Expert review   D = 
Observations (filming) E = Focus groups, F = Support errands. 

A B C D E F 

1 Ability to flag errands in the inbox.   �   � � 
2 Possibility to see the user comments in the inbox   �  �  
3 Possibility to change the distribution of a goods invoice from 

the predefined fixed list.  
    �  

4 Sometimes there are many unconnected rows to scroll through 
when connecting a delivery row with an invoice row.  

    �  

5 The need of a calculations function in the sum fields.      �  
6 The date when the errand arrived in the inbox should be 

presented. 
� � �  �  

7 Extended manuals and clearer feedback from the support.      �  
8 Ability, as a system administrator, to see which user currently 

processing a specific errand.  
�  �  � � 

9 The system should not code on the sum of the invoice but on 
the actual price.  

  �  �  

10 Better options to distribute a discount on the rows when the 
discount is received as a sum on the entire invoice.  

    �  

11 The function “latest coding” should be user and supplier.     � �  
12 The warning signal for an invoice with little time left in the 

inbox takes too much of the user attention. 
 �     

13 The information about the sum of cost in the inbox is only 
valid for invoices and not purchases orders. 

 �     

14 When filtering or performing a search in the inbox there is no 
feedback to the user. 

 �  �   

15 The “buttons” which takes the user to the measures are not 
giving the impression of looking like buttons.  

 �  �   

16 The possibility of short-commands throughout the application 
is not implemented.  

� � � �   

17 The symbols when connecting rows are hard to understand 
and the use of colours are confusing.  

� � �    
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18 No feedback to the user as where she is in the system or the 
workflow.  

� � �    

19 In the screen view “uppdatera artikelinformation” what does 
“skicka” mean? 

 �     

20 When a user reaches the “uppdatera artikelinformation” the 
user may have difficulty in knowing what to do?  

� � �    

21 Within the screen view “uppdatera artikelinformation” The 
“ok” button and the “avbryt” button reaches the same view.  

 �     

22 Within the screen view “Matcha” the system is shouting out 
its message in red and green. 

 �     

23 The use of both comma and dot in the matching view.   �     
24 Within the screen view “Matcha” it’s hard to clearly see the 

differences between the rows.  
� �     

25 In the view “Analysera diff” it’s hard for the user to know 
what is to be done. 

 � � �   

26 No recovery from approving a deviation.   �  �   
27 The “Åtgärd” column is in the middle of the inbox which 

confuses the user. 
 �  �   

28 The user may have difficulty knowing what the checkboxes to 
the left in the inbox are for. 

� �     

29 In the inbox, the menu called “Ärenden” lists numbers instead 
of assumed text.  

 �     

30 The symbols and the text to the filter function feel strange and 
unnecessary. 

 �     

31 The tab order is not favourable for the user. � � �    
32 In the screen view “uppdatera artikelinformation” it is hard 

for the user to know what is to be done.  
� �     

33 In the screen view “uppdatera artikelinformation” the 
information in the informationfolder “fakturahuvud” is messy 
and unstructured.  

� �     

34 The system should avoid using pop-ups. Use a status field 
instead.  

 �     

35 In the screen view “koppla inleveransrader” the invoice row is 
hard to read in a dark blue colour.   

� �     

36 In the view “koppla inleveransrader” the button back is now 
called “avbryt” instead of “tillbaka” as in the screen view 
“uppdatera artikelinforamtion”.  

� �     

37 In the screen view “koppla inleveransrader” it may be 
difficult for the user to first check the box and then press ok. 
What is ok when the user presses ok? 

 � �    

38 In the view “koppla inleveransrader” it is hard to sift through 
the compact information.  

 �     

39 In the screen view “koppla inleveransrader” there is now 
folder “fakturarader” like in the view “artikelinformation”. 

 �     

40 In the screen view “välj inköpsorder” when a user is to 
connect a purchase order to an invoice row the user must 
remember the information when switching to “granska 
inköpsorder”. 

 �     

41 In the inbox the word “Matcha” is not good wording.   �     
42 In the screen view “Avvikelser” what does to word “skicka” 

mean? 
 �     

43 The heading of the view “Avvikelser” is avvikelser but the 
measure taking the user there is called “matcha”. 

 �     

44 The possibility to return the errand in the view “Avvikelser”.  �     
45 In the screen view “Granska faktura” the user should 

according to the wording of the headline only review the 
invoice and not do any other actions. But it is required by the 
user to perform certain actions.  

 �     
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46 In the screen view “Granska faktura” the user may have 
difficulty knowing what to do. 

 �     

47 In the screen view “Granska faktura” the information field to 
left suddenly becomes the action field when the user must 
press the deviations to perform the action.   

 �     

48 In the screen view “Granska faktura” the possibility to handle 
many deviations is needed.  

 �     

49 Very rude and unexplainable error message when the web 
server sends the information.  

� � �   � 

50 Rearranging the information in the folder “styckprisdiff” 
needs to be done. 

 �     

51 I the screen view “Attestera varufaktura” the user may also 
perform coding.  

 �     

52 The wording on the button “bevaka kredit” should be “invänta 
kredit”  

 �     

53 In the view “Attestera varufaktura” the label P and X what do 
they mean and stand for? 

 � �    

54 When a company receives both arriving and departure goods 
on the same invoice and one person is responsible for arriving 
goods and another person responsible for departure goods 
they have to calculate the differences in order for the coding 
to be balanced. This takes a lot of time.   

�      

55 The users are not shown all the accounts when coding.  �   �   
56 The invoice view is very important and needs to be even 

clearer and easier to use. 
�   �  � 

57 I user with unlimited amount of certification right needs to 
grant the approval of all the people who have a limited 
certification right. These makes the invoices bounce back and 
forth between users.  

�      

58 When making a  follow up on a budget a user needs to be able 
to see all the accounts, preferable in excel  

�      

59 When buying products from a local store and another 
department from the company also buys products from the 
same store and the invoice received is a collection of all the 
things bought. The responsibly at each ordering department 
should be able to code “their part” of the invoice.      

�      

60 The invoices are often printed and because the user wants to 
see the invoice in full screen.  

�   �   

61 When conducting a follow up its easier and quicker to do it in 
Axapta if you know how to do it.  

�   �   

62 When selecting to pay by a period the user choose for 
instance the first of May to the last of June and the preview 
states that this is two months. When the user later looks at the 
payment in the ERP system, the system has made a payment 
period of three months.  

�      

63 It is frustrating to log in as two different roles because it takes 
a lot of time logging in and out.  

�      

64 Make the different inboxes available like folders instead of in 
the menu.  

 � � �  � 

65 Possibility to regret the “sending” of an errand to another 
person at the company. 

     � 

66 The user list should be general for all companies.      � 
67 The input of users can be done by reading an excel document 

into the system.  
     � 

68 Certifying limits should be able without the connection to a 
company.    

     � 

69 Account rights should be enabled at a user level.       � 
70 Give the user feedback when saving.   � � �  � 
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71 Give the user feedback in the inbox of the errands he or she 
has already viewed.  

 �    � 

72 Make it possible to, on a specific errand; disconnect the 
sending of an email.  

     � 

73 Make it possible to change the size of the windows dividing 
the information part and the action part of MediusFlow.   

     � 

74 The user performs the action “kontera/attestera 
omkostnadsfaktura” in the inbox and then start to zoom and 
scroll the invoice. Following this the process is aborted by the 
user and she moves back to the inbox. After a short period of 
time she again performs the measure “kontera/attestera 
omkostnadsfaktura” and finishes the actions.  

   �   

75 The user is proposed with an example of people to distribute 
the invoice to but often have to change the people predefined 
in this list.   

   �   

76 If the recipient of an invoice should certify her own cost this 
cost should also be certified by her manager. The one 
responsible for distributing the invoice changes the name of 
the recipient after scanning and sends it to his or her manager 
directly instead because this is faster and easier.      

   �   

77 Expire date should be presented in a more visual way.     �    
78 The status text should be more visual separated by either color 

or symbols in the inbox.  
  �    

79 Does every user need all the information in the inbox? Let the 
user create her information bar in the inbox by letting the 
different columns by movable.     

  �    

80  In is not optimal for people with color blindness to mix green 
and red colors without a symbol or a pattern to also separate 
the green and red.  

�  �    

81 What does the word “senaste” in the inbox view mean?   �    
82 In web 2.0 the user should be able to hover an object and get 

more detailed information. This may be used in the inbox. 
  �    

83 All buttons should have tooltips.   �    
84 The actions taken by a user in the view “Uppdatera 

artikelinformation” is illogical since the user first has to press 
a checkbox to connect an invoice row with a purchase order 
row and then move back up on the screen to press “ok” to 
make the change. This connection should also be visually 
presented to the user.  

� 

 

�    

85 The order of the “ok” button and “avbryt” button should be 
switched.  

  
�    

86 In view “matcha” what does green and red mean?    �    
87 Why does a user need the information in the view matcha?   �    
88 The “åtgärd” information had the same visual status as all the 

other information on the view “matcha”.  
  

�    

89 An infrequently user of the system will have problems 
knowing what to do in the view “Analysera diff”.  

  
�    

90 The differences between the invoice row and the purchase 
order should be visual presented to the user. 

  
�    

91 It is hard to know how to analyse the differences between an 
invoice row and a purchase order when the user has to move 
to a different view to see the differences.  

  
�    

92 What is the user accepting or rejecting when pressing 
“godkänn” or “godkänn ej” in the screen view “granska 
faktura”. Is it ok and we will pay the price on the invoice or it 
is ok and will pay the delivered amount? 

  

�    

93 When the user is coding what is the total sum the user is 
going to pay? 

  
�    

TABLE 6:   THE GATHERED USER PROBLEMS FROM THE METHODS INTERVIEWS,  OBSERVATIONS, 
HEURISTIC EVALUATIONS,  EXPERT REVIEW AND COLLECTING SUPPORT ERRANDS.    
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Table 7 describes how many problems each method found and the percentage the 
different methods found in relation to all the 93 gathered problems.  

 

 

 
 

 
TABLE 7:  A SUMMARY OF THE GATHERED DATA AND THE PERCENTAGE OF MANY PROBLEMS THEY FOUND 

IN RELATION TO THE TOTAL NUMBER OF PROBLEMS.   

5.3 EVALUATION 
The gathered data resulted in a PACT analysis and the requirement specification. This 
was also complemented by producing a Style Guide, see appendix 8. 

5.3.1 PACT-ANALYSIS 

A study performed by Bolang and Carlsson (2006), analysing the usability in 
MediusFlow used a questionnaire to understand who the users are. This resulted in 
that the general user of MediusFlow was 37 years old, had no university education, 
worked in the economy department and had good computer skills. They had been 
working in the company for 6.5 years and had been using MediusFlow for 1.25 years 
and used it on a daily basis. (Bolang, Johan & Carlson, Peter, 2006)  

The interviews with different employees at Medius have given a similar picture as 
Bolang and Carlssons (2006) study of the people using MediusFlow. The interviews 
with employees at Medius resulted in the following three user categories.  

Super user – Is often a woman with education in economics and good computer skills. 
These are trained by Medius staff and they are the ones teaching the other users at the 
company how to use MediusFlow. (Karlgren, 2008; Svensson, 2008; Lilja, 2008) 

System user – Is often an economic assistant with the task of scanning the invoices. 
They have often no higher education and have limited computer skills. (Karlgren, 
2008; Svensson, 2008; Lilja, 2008)  

End-users – Could be anyone at the company who may receive an invoice. (Karlgren, 
2008; Svensson, 2008; Lilja, 2008; Schlingmann, 2008)  

The degree of use differs a lot between users. Some users spend their whole working 
day with MediusFlow and some users use MediusFlow infrequently. The activities 
that should be conducted when using MediusFlows invoice module are first scanning 
the invoice followed by an attest workflow where the people in the organisation that 
needs to see and authorise this invoice receives a notice by MediusFlow. After the 

Interview Heuristic 
evaluation 

Expert 
review 

Observations Focus 
groups 

Support 
errands  

26 47 32 16 11 14 

28% 51% 34% 17% 12% 15% 
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final authorisation the invoice is sent to the company’s ERP system for payment and is 
then archived in MediusFlow. (Svensson, 2008; Karlgren, 2008; Schlingmann, 2008)       

MediusFlow is often used in an office surrounding but in some cases used in a 
warehouse environment. (Ring, 2008; Nordvall, 2008; Svensson, 2008; Lilja, 2008)    

MediusFlow is a web-based application and it is recommended to customers to use 
Internet Explorer when using MediusFlow. The standard hardware setup is a 
keyboard, a mouse and a screen to show the output of the interaction with 
MediusFlow. (Lilja, 2008)  

5.3.2 PRIORITISING THE GATHERED PROBLEMS 

The gathered user problems were presented to my supervisor at Medius and we 
evaluated the different user problems. We used the ISO definition of usability to 
define which of the user problems to mitigate or in the best case solve. In addition we 
used economical and business aspects such as time to redesign, technical difficulties 
and cost of redesign compared to potential winnings. I have used a five level rating to 
estimate the importance of these chosen problems. 1 = low importance, 2 = fairly low 
importance, 3 = moderate, 4 = fairly important, 5 = Important. See table 8 for a 
summary of the requirements.  

To solve the requirements with the highest priority two prototypes of the case 
‘bergsåkers travsport’ were presented. This case represents the workflow where 
requirement number one in table 8 is most frequently used. The prototypes are two 
different design suggestions for representing this workflow in another improved 
design. The prototypes were evaluated with two experts at Medius. See appendix 1 for 
a current description of the ‘bergsåkers travsport’ case. See appendix 7 for the two 
different prototypes.  

Nr Requirement Source  Rationale  The criteria for 
measuring if fulfilled 

Import
ance 
(1-5) 
low-
high 

1 The actions taken by a 
user in the view 
“Uppdatera 
artikelinformation” is 
illogical since the user 
first has to press a 
checkbox to connect an 
invoice row with a 
purchase order row and 
then move back up on 
the screen to press “ok” 
to make the change. This 
connection should also 
be visually presented to 
the user.  

Interview with 
Medius employee. 
(Karlgren, 2008) 
and expert review 
with Magnus 
Ingmarsson (2008).  
 

Solving this 
will ease the 
use and make 
the user spend 
less time per 
invoice.   

It should not take 
more than 10 minutes 
for an infrequent user 
to understand and 
learn the new why of 
performing the 
process.  

5 

2 Ability to flag errands in Heuristic evaluation, It will make it The user should be 2 
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the inbox. Support errand and 
focus group.  

easier for the 
user to 
highlight 
interesting 
errands.    

able to flag an errand 
in the inbox.  

3 Sometimes there are 
many unconnected rows 
to scroll through when 
connecting a delivery 
row with an invoice row. 

Support errand. Reduces the 
time spend on 
looking for  

The time to perform 
this activity should be 
significant reduced 
when performing this 
action. 

4 

4 The date when the 
errand arrived in the 
inbox should be 
presented. 

Interviews at the 
company, heuristic 
evaluation, expert 
review and focus 
group.  

Information 
that is needed 
to support 
user needs. 

The user should be 
able to see the date 
when the errand 
arrived in the inbox. 

3 

5 The warning signal for 
an invoice with little 
time left in the inbox 
takes too much of the 
user attention. 

Heuristic evaluation Reduces the 
focus on the 
date when 
there is little 
time left to 
pay the 
invoice.  

The user should be 
able to identify when  

3 

6 The information about 
the sum of cost in the 
inbox is only valid for 
invoices and not 
purchases orders. 

Heuristic evaluation The 
information is 
only needed 
for invoices.  

The user should be 
able to see the sum of 
cost without being part 
of errands without a 
cost. 

2 

7 The ‘buttons’ which 
takes the users to the 
measures are not giving 
the impression of 
looking like buttons.  

Heuristic evaluation 
and observations 

People often 
press the 
wrong option 

The user should not 
make the mistake of 
pressing the wrong 
‘button’ 

4 

8 The symbols when 
connecting invoice rows 
with delivered rows are 
hard to understand and 
the use of colours are 
confusing.  

Interviews, heuristic 
evaluation and 
expert review 

This does not 
represent the 
mental model 
of the user 

The infrequent user 
should easily know 
what to do.  

4 

9 No feedback to the user 
as where she is in the 
system or the workflow.  

Interviews, heuristic 
evaluation and 
expert review 

The uses have 
a hard time 
navigating in 
the system.    

The user should within 
30 seconds know 
where in the system 
they are.  

4 

10 The “Åtgärd” column is 
in the middle of the 
inbox which confuses 
the user. 

Heuristic evaluation 
and observation 

It hard for the 
users to press 
the right 
button. 

The user should not 
make the mistake of 
pressing the wrong 
button.   

3 

11 The user may have 
difficulty knowing what 
the checkboxes to the 
left in the inbox are for. 

Interviews and 
heuristic evaluation 

The user may 
miss the 
functionality 
of the boxes. 

The infrequent user 
should within 10 
minutes know what 
the boxes can do for 
her. 

2 

12 In the screen view 
“Granska faktura” the 
user should according to 
the wording of the 
headline only review the 
invoice and not do any 
other actions. But it is 
required by the user to 

Heuristic evaluation Proper 
wording will 
guide and 
help the user. 

A user should when 
asked only about the 
title of the page know 
what overall action 
that needs to be taken.  

3 
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perform certain actions.  
13 In the screen view 

“Granska faktura” the 
information field to left 
suddenly becomes the 
action field when the 
user must press the 
deviations to perform the 
action.   

Heuristic evaluation Proper 
navigation 
between 
action field 
and 
information is 
needed to 
support the 
user and her 
actions. 

No actions should be 
allowed in the 
information field.  

4 

14 In the view “Attestera 
varufaktura” the label P 
and X what do they 
mean and stand for? 

Interviews and 
heuristic evaluation 

It hard for 
new and 
irregular 
users to know 
what these 
buttons stand 
for. 

A user should be 
hovering the button 
know what the button 
does. 

4 

15 Make the different 
inboxes available like 
folders instead of in the 
menu.  

Interviews, heuristic 
evaluation, expert 
review and support 
errand.  

It is hard to 
get an 
overview of 
the different 
inboxes. 

A user should by able 
to navigate the 
different inboxes like 
folders. 

3 

16 Give the user feedback 
when saving.  

Interviews, heuristic 
evaluation, expert 
review and support 
errand.  

The user 
often double 
clicks when 
saving since 
there is no 
feedback. 

The user receives 
instant feedback of her 
saving actions. 

3 

17 Give the user feedback 
in the inbox of the 
errands he or she has 
already viewed.  

Heuristic evaluation 
and support errand.  

The user 
needs to 
know which 
of the errands 
she has 
viewed.  

The user should 
instantly know which 
of the errands she has 
viewed. 

3 

18 In is not optimal for 
people with color 
blindness to mix green 
and red colors without a 
symbol or a pattern to 
also separate the green 
and red.  

Interviews and 
expert review. 

The user with 
colour 
blindness 
needs to 
separate red 
and green 
values.  

The user with colour 
blindness should be 
able to understand the 
differences by red and 
green.  

4 

19 Expire date should be 
presented in a more 
visual way.   

Expert review The user 
needs to see 
the invoice 
expire date in 
a more 
natural way.  

The user should like 
the new way of 
presenting the date 
information. 

4 

20 The status text should be 
more visual separated by 
either color or symbols 
in the inbox.  

Expert review Symbols are 
easier 
recognised 
and take less 
space on the 
screen. 

The user should know 
70 % of the symbols 
when seeing them for 
the first time.  

4 

21 All buttons should have 
tooltips. 

Expert review Use tooltips 
to reduce 
frustration. 

When the user hover a 
button the user should 
receive a tooltip.  

4 

22 The differences between 
the invoice row and the 

Expert review It not clear 
what the 

The user should 
identify the all 

4 
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TABLE 8:  THE LIST OF REQUIREMENTS.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

purchase order should be 
visual presented to the 
user. 

differences 
are.  

differences.  

23 When the user is coding 
what is the total sum the 
user is going to pay? 

Expert review The user 
needs to 
know the total 
sum that’s 
going to be 
paid.  

The user should know 
the amount to be paid 
when performing the 
coding. 

3 
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6 THE ACTIVITY CONCEPTUAL DESIGN IN THE STAR LIFE 

CYCLE  
This chapter describes the action performed in the activity conceptual design and the 

evolutions made during this activity, see figure 15. 

 

FIGURE 15:  THE ACTIVITY CONCEPTUAL DESIGN HIGHLIGHTED IN THE STAR LIFE CYCLE. 

6.1 SITE MAP 
I have produced a site map of the goods supplier invoice module in MediusFlow, see 
appendix 4. The site map was constructed by navigating MediusFlows goods supplier 
invoice module and documenting all the paths possible to the user.   

6.2 EVALUATION OF THE SITE MAP  
Analysing the produced site map resulted in the possibility to rearrange the workflow 
process.  The measure taking the user to the screen view “artiklar hittades ej” and the 
screen view “uppdatera artikelinforamtion” may also hold the functions from the screen 
view “granska faktura”. This includes the approval or disapproval of possible 
differences between invoice rows and delivered rows. This change in the workflow 
needs to be tested and I included this difference in one of the two constructed 
prototypes, see appendix 7 for the prototypes.    

6.3 CONNECTING INVOICE ROWS WITH DELIVERED ROWS 
The requirement number one, see table 8, was a result of an interview with users saying 
that this function is hard to understand in the current form and the workflow is 
inconsistent and hard to learn. This is also supported by the expert review stating that 
this workflow creates a cognitive overload for the end user.  

The current version of MediusFlow represent the connection between invoice rows and 
delivered rows with two different views, see figure 16 and 17.  
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FIGURE 16:  PRESSING THE BUTTON (i) IS THE FIRST STEP WHEN CONNECTING AN INVOICE ROW WITH A 

DELIVERED ROW AND IS PERFORMED IN THE SCREEN VIEW ‘UPPDATERA ARTIKELINFORMATION’. THE 

USER ACTION IS TO CHOOSE THE UNCONNECTED INVOICE ROW . 

 

 

FIGURE 17:  TO CONNECT AN INVOICE ROW WITH A DELIVERED ROW THE USER FIRST NEEDS TO PRESS 

THE CHECKBOX (ii)  AND THEN PRESS THE ‘OK’ (iii)  BUTTON. 

Based on these results I designed a new conceptual model of the connection between 
invoice rows and delivered rows. One design suggestion is based on how a user would 
perform this task without a system. The end user would compare the invoice rows with 
the delivered rows by laying the invoice paper besides to report from the delivered 
goods, see figure 18.   
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FIGURE 18:  A  CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF HOW THE USERS WOULD CONNECT INVOICE ROWS WITH 

DELIVERED ROWS WITHOUT USING A SYSTEM.    

The other conceptual design suggestion represents MediusFlows existing model with 
minor redesign. This is done for easy implementation purposes and to visually describe 
that minor design changes can enhance the use of the application. This is based on the 
expert review stating that with visual changes to the existing interface users will 
improve in their use of this workflow, see figure 19. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 19:  A  CONCEPTUAL DESIGN SUGGESTION REPRESENTING THE CONNECTION BETWEEN AN 

INVOICE ROW AND A DELIVERED ROW.    
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7 PROTOTYPING AND ENVISIONMENT   
This chapter describes the action performed in the activity prototyping and 

envisionment and the evaluation performed see figure 20.  

 

7.1 MY PROTOTYPES 
I constructed two low-fidelity prototypes with focus on representing a solution to 
requirement number one, see table 8 in section 5.3. The prototypes represent a new 
approach to the case ‘bergsåkers travsport’ and I tried to visually describe solutions to 
as many user requirements as possible. The prototypes are scenario based and built by 
using the conceptual design evaluation as a base.  

Following is a description of the two prototypes with the user requirements highlighted 
in the figures. All views from both prototypes are available in larger format in appendix 
7.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

FIGURE 20:  THE ACTIVITY PROTOTYPING AND ENVISIONMENT HIGHLIGHTED IN 

THE STAR LIFE CYCLE.   
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7.1.1 PROTOTYPE NUMBER ONE 

 

 

FIGURE 21:  THE REDESIGNED INBOX VIEW OF MEDIUSFLOW . 

The different design solution (a-f), see figure 21, corresponds to the user requirements 
in table 8. This is the redesign of MediusFlows “inkommande meddelande”, see 
appendix 1 figure 1. Each redesigned object (a-f) is if possible represented in the 
appendix with the corresponding letter as in figure 21. Only new functionality and 
objects are described in figure 21.  

a – This design solution corresponds to user requirement numbers 7 and 10. The 
“åtgärd” button is in this design moved to the left to get a more consistent spatial 
design. The button is now visual represented as a web site link to maximise user 
recognition of navigational objects.    

b – This design solution corresponds to the user requirement number 20. The status 
text is now represented as symbols which are easy to memorise. The text should 
instead be used as a hover explanation text.     

c – This design solution corresponds to the user requirement numbers 4, 5 and 19. The 
date when the invoice expires is now more visually represented and the information 
about errand arrival is added. 

d – This design solution corresponds to the user requirement number 17. The 
difference between viewed and non-viewed errands is now visually described by 
colour coding.  
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f – The design solution corresponds to the user requirement number 15. The different 
types of errands are now navigated through the use of folders.  

 

 

FIGURE 22:  THE REDESIGNED SCREEN VIEW “OKOPPLADE RADER”.   

The different design solution (g-i), see figure 22, corresponds to the user requirements 
in table 8. This is the redesign of MediusFlows “Okopplade rader”, see appendix 1 
figure 2 and 3. Each redesigned object (g-i) is if possible represented in the appendix 
with the corresponding letter as in figure 22. Only new functionality and object are 
described in figure 22.  

g – This design solution corresponds to user requirement number 9. The user is now 
represented with feedback regarding where in the workflow she currently is 
performing her actions.     

h – This design solution corresponds to the user requirement numbers 1 and 8. 
Representing the connection of invoice rows with delivered rows in a potential better 
conceptual model.       

i – This design solution corresponds to the user requirement number 3. When there are 
many delivered rows to scroll through let the computer make a qualified guess 
reducing the time spend by the user scrolling for the correct delivered row. 
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FIGURE 23:  THE REDESIGNED SCREEN VIEW “GRANSKA AVVIKELSER”. 

The different solution j, see figure 23, corresponds to the user requirement 18 in table 
8. This is the redesign of MediusFlows “Avvikelser”, see appendix 1 figure 4. The 
redesign object (j) is represented in the appendix with the corresponding letter as in 
figure 23.  

g – This design solution corresponds to user requirement number 18. MediusFlow has 
13000 users and with the fact that 1/20 of the population have some sort of colour 
deficiency consequently mean that approximately 650 people using MediusFlow are 
colour deficient. The screen view ‘Avvikelser’ is an example of a view where this is 
not taken into consideration. The screen view ‘Avvikelser’ viewed by someone with a 
red and green colour deficiency is displayed in appendix 8.  The redesign, see figure 
23, uses symbols together with colour coding to mark the differences.      
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FIGURE 24:  THE REDESIGNED SCREEN VIEW “GRANSKA FAKTURA”.  

The different design solution (k-l), see figure 24, corresponds to the user requirements 
in table 8. This is the redesign of MediusFlows “Granska faktura”, see appendix 1 
figure 5. Each redesigned object (k-l) is represented in the appendix with the 
corresponding letter as in figure 24. 

k – This design solution corresponds to user requirement number 22. The user is 
potentially better presented with the differences between the invoice rows and 
delivered rows.      

l – This design solution corresponds to the user requirement numbers 12 and 13. In the 
redesign the user performs all her actions in the left box and the title of the page is 
altered to ‘Avvikelser/Kontera’.    
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FIGURE 25:  THE REDESIGNED SCREEN VIEW “GRANSKA FAKTURA”.   

The different design solution (m-n), see figure 25, corresponds to the user 
requirements in table 8. This is the redesign of MediusFlows “Granska faktura”, see 
appendix 1 figure 5. Each redesigned object (m-n) is if possible represented in the 
appendix with the corresponding letter as in figure 25. Only new functionality and 
object are described in figure 25.  

m – This design solution corresponds to user requirement number 14. The system 
should provide the user with tooltips throughout the system supporting the 
requirement number 21.       

n – This design solution corresponds to the user requirement number 23. In the 
redesign the user is presented with the total sum that is going to be paid.  

7.1.2 PROTOTYPE NUMBER TWO 

This is the description of prototype number two and some of the design solutions are 
the same as in prototype number one so I will only describe the unique design solution 
for prototype number two. 
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FIGURE 26:  THE REDESIGNED SCREEN VIEW “INKOMMANDE MEDDELANDE”. 

For an explanation of the different design solutions (a-e) see figure 21. The design 
solution (o), see figure 26, corresponds to the user requirement 15 in table 8. This is 
the redesign of MediusFlows “Inkommande meddelande”, see appendix 1 figure 1. 

o – This design solution corresponds to the user requirement number 15. This is a 
folder approach of representing the navigation instead of using a pop-up menu used in 
the current application.  

 

FIGURE 27:  THE REDESIGNED SCREEN VIEW “OKOPPLADE RADER”. 
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The design solution (p), see figure 27, corresponds to the user requirements 1, 8, 22, 
12 and 13 in table 5. This is the redesign of MediusFlows ‘Okopplade rader’, see 
appendix 1 figure 2. 

p – This design solution corresponds to the user requirement numbers 1, 8, 22, 12 and 
13. This is another approach of representing the connection between invoice rows and 
delivered rows. This solution also changes the workflow process since the deviations 
are visual presented in this screen view. This makes it possible for the user to approve 
or disapprove the deviations. This solution is visually similar to MediusFlow current 
solution.      

 

FIGURE 28:  THE REDESIGNED SCREEN VIEW “OKOPPLADE RADER”. 

The design solution (q), see figure 28, corresponds to the user requirement numbers 1, 
3, 8, 22, 12, and 13 in table 8. This is the redesign of MediusFlows “Okopplade 
rader”, see appendix 1 figure 2.  

q – This design solution corresponds to the user requirement numbers 1, 3, 8, 22, 12, 
and 13. This is the step when connecting an unconnected invoice row with a delivered 
row. This should be supported by the computer making a qualified guess regarding 
which delivered row to connect.   
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7.2 EVALUATION OF THE TWO PROTOTYPES 
The evaluation was performed by using a scenario based on the requirement number 
one, see table 8. The evaluation was performed with two experts at Medius. The focus 
of the evaluation was for the experts to comment on if the proposed scenario is 
applicable on other cases. For instance, an invoice may have hundreds of rows to 
connect which the tested scenario does not have.  

The result of the evaluation was that the experts suggested that these prototypes would 
work on other cases and scenarios. However, prototype number two was preferred over 
prototype number one since the user receives more information regarding the invoices 
in prototype number two. Another issue that appeared was that when users needs to 
connect an invoice row with another order number needs to be designed and tested 
together with the solution in prototype number two.             

7.3 FUTURE REDESIGN OF PROTOTYPE 
The proposed prototype for further development would have been prototype number 
two because the prototype resembles the current version of MediusFlows and the 
experts preferred this over prototype number one. However, before choosing a 
prototype there is need for a user evaluation of the two prototypes to gather end-user 
requirements regarding the two prototypes.     
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8 CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 
This chapter describes the conclusions and implications of the research questions. The two 

questions answered are: 

• Which user-related problems exist in MediusFlow? Focused on cognitive workload 

and user interface design and constancy. 

• Which methods for gathering user requirements can Medius introduce in their 

development process to mitigate similar problems from occurring in the future? 

8.1 WHICH USER-RELATED PROBLEMS EXIST IN MEDIUSFLOW? FOCUSED ON 

COGNITIVE WORKLOAD AND USER INTERFACE DESIGN AND CONSTANCY 
All the problems found can be seen in table 6 see section 5.2. The problems in 
MediusFlow consist of a variety of different types of problems. Many of the user 
problems have to do with visual design such as colours, text size and placing of objects. 
This category of problems is important and rather easy to redesign. Another category of 
problems have to do with consistency and user familiarity of the meaning of text. Sizes 
and colours of objects and text representing the same function in different screen views 
are dissimilar in the current version of MediusFlow and this is more costly and needs 
more time to redesign. Because this requires a new conceptual design which describes 
all the objects and what they stand for in a certain context. The most important user 
requirement has to do with the actual workflow not representing the mental model of 
the user. The action when the user connects an invoice row with a delivered row causes 
a cognitive workload for the user. This is a severe usability problem since the user has 
difficulties learning the workflow and can not be efficient in her daily tasks. I have 
developed two prototypes for solving this problem.  The prototypes were evaluated with 
experts at Medius and this resulted in the choice of prototype number two, see section 
7.2.   

8.2 WHICH METHODS FOR GATHERING USER REQUIREMENTS CAN MEDIUS 

INTRODUCE IN THEIR DEVELOPMENT PROCESS TO MITIGATE SIMILAR 

PROBLEMS FROM OCCURRING IN THE FUTURE? 
I have used interviews, observations, heuristic evaluation, expert review, focus groups 
and support errands as my main methods of gathering user requirements and needs.  

Interviews and observations were important when gathering user requirements 
concerning context related problems in specific workflows. Video recording the use of 
MediusFlow detected the problems that the user is making but is unable to describe 
using words. These two methods are costly and time consuming to perform since the 
users is often occupied and they generate a lot of information to analyse. These two 
methods require special knowledge about how to perform and analyse the data. 
However, the most important user requirement was found using these methods.  
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Performing two heuristic evaluations gathered many user problems, see figure 7 section 
5.2. These problems mostly regard visual presentations in MediusFlow. These problems 
are rather easy to redesign but with this method the severe user problems was not found. 
However, this is a cheap, fast and easy way of gathering minor but often many user 
problems. 

The Expert review gathered many of the problems; see figure 7 section 5.2, also found 
by the heuristic evaluation. However, the expert also found the major problems with 
navigation and cognitive user problems. This is more expensive then using a heuristic 
evaluation since the need of a consultant with usability experience. However, this 
method takes less time compared with interviews and observations. 

The focus groups I participated in had too many differences between the users. For 
instance, the users attending the focus groups hade different versions of MediusFlow 
and this had implications on the discussions. This resulted in a general discussion and 
issues which many of the participants recognised. This is a costly method since users 
are hard to obtain for this activity. The focus group leader needs to be an experienced 
leader of focus groups and a usability expert. However, performing a focus group in the 
right conditions will probably generate a great deal of user requirements of all 
categories.            

Medius employees suggested me to study the support errands of MediusFlow to search 
for user requirements regarding usability problems. This is a low cost method of 
gathering user requirements since the user is sending the information to the company. 
However, the information needs to be analysed by a usability expert to analyse if the 
problems are of generic value for the use of MediusFlow. 

I recommend Medius to use an expert review together with heuristic evaluations. These 
two methods are regarding cost-benefit the best methods in Medius case. These methods 
require no end-user contact which is good since it is difficult and time consuming to 
meet the end-users and analyse the results. And these two methods complement each 
other and generate and cover most of the potential usability problems. The methods will 
generate both conceptual design requirements and visual design issues.  

Optimal for Medius would be to use a usability expert in the design process to enhance 
their product MediusFlow regarding usability.     
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9 DISCUSSION 
This chapter discusses the working process of this thesis. This is followed by a discussion 

regarding the results and possible future research.     

To conduct this study has been interesting, fun and developed my skills within the usability 
research area. It has been very developing to conduct the theories learned in school and 
through my literature studies in a practical situation and in a real business environment. The 
problem when performing this study has been time limitations. This was mainly due to the 
interviews and observations taking longer time then expected and they were more difficult to 
organise without interrupting users in their daily work. The employees at Medius were very 
helpful but busy working. This has affected the number of interviews performed at Medius. 
When prioritising the user requirements in table 8 the ISO definition of usability was used as 
a base when prioritising. As a complement user experts within Medius participated when 
prioritising with input regarding time to redesign, economical aspect and user problems   
experienced in their daily work. The expert evaluation and the interviews with users 
correlated with the prioritised user problems and enhanced the chose of priority. In an 
implied environment using usability theories it is important to include the input of business 
factors such as economy and time, which is stated in figure 10.   

In this business environment it has been very important to adapt to the different practical 
daily circumstances such as higher prioritised tasks within Medius for example customer 
demands and a heavy workload. This has made me to adjust the theoretical approach so it 
fits the environment. However, I have used the proposed different methods, except for data 
logging, in my research. The empirical data gathered from these methods is not as extensive 
as planned. Consequently, this implies that the value of the triangulation of the collected 
data is not as strong as planned. This means that the validity may not be as strong as first 
planned. However, the validity may increase by using different methods for gathering 
empirical data at the case company and by an extensive theoretical investigation as a 
foundation to the practical investigation. The reliability is strong since I have used specific 
methods for gathering user requirements based on a theoretical investigation which match 
the implied environment in his study. Due to a rather strong validity and reliability it is 
possible to generalise the use of methods to similar IT-environments where flexibility is a 
key factor. However, the chosen methods will not imply in designing a complex IT-system 
such as an aircraft cockpit or a control system for a nuclear plant. It also makes it difficult to 
specify the importance of the obtained user requirements. Using multitude of methods for 
gathering user requirement has enhanced the possibility of categorising and classifying the 
importance of the different user problems. This is because the different methods have 
indicated similar problems from different angles. The scientific value of which of these 
methods that gathered the most useful information depends on the situation they are used in. 
To gather problems in complex systems, it is important to use a battery of methods which 
complements each other. The conclusion is to use complementing methods since they gather 
more problems which may not be possible using a single method. The study is based on the 
theories regarding user centred design and human behaviour which has given me methods 
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such as, the Star Life Cycle and theories regarding how to gather user requirements. The 
theories regarding human behaviour have helped my concerning how to design for people, 
for example the mental models and cognitive related issues. These theories have been very 
important and are the foundation in obtaining the results of this thesis. 

The result of the first research question was which user problem exists in MediusFlow? The 
results of this question are specific for Medius application used in this study. These results 
are valuable for Medius and can be used to enhance their product but can not be generalised 
to other applications. The other question was which methods for gathering user requirements 
can Medius introduce in their development process to mitigate similar problems from 
occurring in the future? The result, to use heuristic evaluation and expert review, can be 
applicable on other similar companies and organisations. The use of the suggested methods 
is easy to adapt and use in a generalised way. Especially in small and medium sized 
companies with a technical focus and with a low budget for usability evaluations.  

The theory of the Star Life cycle is applicable in the reality situation in this thesis since it 
allows for flexibility and multi use of the included user requirement methods. The theories 
regarding methods for gathering user requirements in this thesis, interviews, observations, 
expert review, and focus groups assume no time limits and available users. In the real 
situation the time was limited and users had little time to spare. The results of the use of 
low-fidelity prototypes support the theories regarding this kind of prototypes. This is due to 
the ease of explaining and evaluating design suggestions. It was also easy to design and 
redesign, since it was not time consuming which implies low costs.     

9.1 FURTHER RESEARCH 
A future research should study how to implement the suggested usability methods in 
Medius developing processes. It may be interesting to analyse how companies with 
little to no focus on gathering user problems can improve their product development by 
implementing methods suggested in this study.  

Another interesting question is how a data logging method can be used to gather 
usability problems in MediusFlow? This method produces quantitative data which is 
rather easy to implement and analyse. However, it is important to know which data to 
control since data logging may otherwise produce enormous amount of data. Based on 
this thesis if implementing a data logging module in MediusFlow I would suggest 
keeping track of the time it takes for a user to complete certain tasks and registration of 
user error rates obtained by heuristic evaluations and expert review.       
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APPENDIX 1 – SCREEN SHOTS OF MEDIUSFLOWS CASE 

“BERGSÅKERS TRAVSPORT” 

 

FIGURE 1:  THE SCREEN VIEW “INKOMMANDE MEDDELANDE”.  THIS VIEW IS THE INBOX OF MEDIUSFLOW AND THE 

USER NEEDS TO PRESS THE BUTTON UNDER THE “ÅTGÄRD” COLUMN TO START THE ERRAND “BERGSÅKERS 

TRAVSPORT”.  
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FIGURE 2:  THE SCREEN VIEW “UPPDATERA ARTIKELINFORMATION”.  THE USER RECEIVES INFORMATION THAT ONE OF

THE ROWS FROM THE INVOICE COULD NOT BE CONNECTED TO A DELIVERED ROW .  THE USER SHOULD PRESS THE RED 

BUTTON TO PROCEED.    
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FIGURE 3:  THE SCREEN VIEW “KOPPLA INLEVARNS”.  THE USER SHOULD IN THIS VIEW CONNECT THE UNCONNECTED 

INVOICE ROW WITH THE CORRECT DELIVERED ROW . THIS IS DONE BY SELECT AND PRESSING THE CHECK BOX AND THEN 

PRESSING THE “SKICKA” BUTTON AT THE TOP.    
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FIGURE 4: THE SCREEN VIEW “AVVIKELSER”. THE USER RECEIVES INFORMATION ABOUT HOW MANY DEVIATIONS 

THERE ARE BETWEEN THE INVOICE ROWS AND THE DELIVERED ROWS.     
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FIGURE 5:  THE SCREEN VIEW “GRANSKA FAKTURA”.  THE USERS SHOULD APPROVE OR DISAPPROVE THE DEVIATIONS 

BETWEEN INVOICE ROWS AND DELIVERED ROWS BY PRESSING THE YELLOW MARKED ITEMS.   
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APPENDIX 2 – INTERVIEW TEMPLATE 
The purpose with these questions is to get an understanding of the user and which 

requirements and needs they have.  

ANSTÄLLNING 
1. Hur länge har Du varit anställd på företag X? 
2. Berätta lite om företag X. 
3. Vilken tjänst har Du?  
4. Hur länge har Du haft denna tjänst? 
5. Vilka andra arbeten har Du haft? 
6. Vilka är Dina arbetsuppgifter? 
7. Vilka är Dina ansvarsområden? 
8. Vad vill företaget att Du ska uppnå med ditt arbete? 
9. Vad är det som gör att Du kan utföra ditt arbete på ett bra sätt? 

DATORVANA (ALLMÄNT) 
10. Hur många timmar i veckan använder Du en dator? 
11. Hur erfaren är Du med datorer? 
12. Vilka program använder Du? 
13. Hur länge sitter Du med ett och samma program? 
14. Vilka hemsidor besöker Du? 
15. Vad gillar Du med dessa sidor? 

UTBILDNING  
16. Vad har Du för utbildning? (Eftergymnasial utbildning?) 
17. Har Du några andra utbildningar? (Utöver skolutbildningar) 

ANVÄNDBARHET 
18. En definition av användbarhet är att systemet ska vara lätt att använda, lätt att lära, 

flexibelt och skapa en positiv attityd hos människor. Vill Du lägga till eller ta bort något 
i denna definition? 

19. För att Du ska använda ett system, vilka krav anser Du att systemet måste uppfylla? 
20. Vet Du någon hemsida och/eller program Du tycker är användarvänligt? 
21. Kan Du ge exempel på något du tycker är användarvänligt? 

MEDIUS FLOW (SPECIFIKT LEVERANTÖRSFAKTURERINGSMODULEN) 
22. Varför använder Du Medius Flow? 
23. Hur stödjer Medius Flow dig i ditt dagliga arbete? 
24. Vad använder Du Medius Flow till? 
25. Hur ser leverantörsfakturaprocessen ut hos Er? 
26. Vilka delar skulle kunna förbättras i denna process? 
27. Varför tror Du att företaget vill att Ni ska använda Medius Flow? 
28. Hur använder Du Medius Flow? 
29. Hur länge har Du använt Medius Flow?  
30. Vad tycker Du fungerar bra i Medius Flow? 
31. Vad tycker Du fungerar mindre bra?  
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32. Vilka funktioner anser Du behöver finnas i Medius Flow? 
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APPENDIX 3 – INTERVIEW TEMPLATE 2 
The purposes with these questions are to gather the knowledge and understanding of the 

people working at Medius regarding usability. It is also important to gather information 

about earlier studies and work regarding user activities.   

1. Vad är målet och visionen med MediusFlow? (leverantörsfakturamodulen) 
2. Har det genomförts några tidigare användaretester i MediusFlow? 
3. En definition av användbarhet är:  

Usability is to which extent a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified 

goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use. 

4. Vill Du lägga eller ta bort något ifrån denna definition?  
5. Är MediusFlow användarvänligt? 
6. Finns det någon logg av supportärende eller andra klagomål från användarna, med 

avseende på användbarhet? 
7. Finns det dokumenterade krav och mål för leverantörsfakturamodulen? 
8. Hur skulle Du klassificera den typiske användaren av MediusFlow?  
9. (Har de eftergymnasial utbildning? Vilken nivå på datorvana? Vilken miljö används 

MediusFlow i? m.m.) 
10. Vilka problem har Du observerat att användaren har i MediusFlow? 

(leverantörsfakturamodulen) 
11. Vilka problem har Du upptäckt i MediusFlow med avseende på användbarhet? 

(leverantörsfakturamodulen) 
12. Vad tror Du användarna tycker fungerar bra i MediusFlow med avseende på 

användbarhet? 
13. Vad fungerar bra i MediusFlow med avseende på användbarhet, tycker Du? 
14. Kan du ge exempel på en hemsida, program eller något annat Du tycker fungerar bra 

med avseende på användbarhet? 
15. Finns det funktioner eller annat i MediusFlow som inte bör ändras av strategiska 

anledningar?   
16. Har Du något att tillägga? 
17. Är det någon fråga Du saknar? 
18. Är det någon annan på Medius som bör få dessa frågor? 
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APPENDIX 4 – MAPPING OF MEDIUSFLOWS COMMODITY 

INVOICE MODULE  
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APPENDIX 5 – SUMMARY OF INTERVIEWS WITH MEDIUS 

EMPLOYEES  
The interviews were conducted in Swedish and I have chosen to summaries the interviews in 

the same language.  

Målet med MediusFlow är att underlätta hanteringen av dokument samt att hjälpa företag med 
de processer som deras affärssystem har lite eller inget stöd för. (Karlgren, 2008) Detta styrks 
även av Bengtsson-Staberg (2008), Ring (2008) och Nordvall (2008). Lilja (2008) tilläger att 
MediusFlow ska ligga ovanpå som ett stöd för alla arbetsflöden i ett företag. Svensson (2008) 
lägger även till att visionen med MediusFlow är att det ska vara världens bästa supportsystem 
och genom att äta marknadsandelar ska Medius komma dit.    
 
Alla informanter är överens om att det inte genomförts några tidigare användarstudier av 
MediusFlow. Det som har genomförts är att vid utvecklingen mellan version sex och sju så 
hade Medius stor kundåterkoppling. (Karlgren, 2008) De dokumenterade krav eller önskemål 
om användbarhet från användare bör finnas i den logg av supportärenden som kommer till 
sflow, vilket är Medius supportsystem. (Lilja, 2008) 
 
Den typiske användaren av MediusFlow skiljer sig stort enligt Karlgren (2008). Det finns tre 
typer av användare. Superanvändare, systemanvändare samt slutanvändare. Superanvändaren 
är ofta en reskontratant som har ekonomisk utbildning med god datavana. Systemanvändaren 
är ofta en ekonomi assistent och slutanvändaren kan vara vem som helst på företaget som kan 
få en faktura. Bengtsson-Staberg (2008) definierar användaren som en ekonom med 
högskoleutbildning och erfaren affärssystemsanvändare viket motsvarar hög datorvana. Lilja 
(2008) anser däremot att användaren är en kvinna i 50 års ålder med låg datorvana. Svensson 
(2008) ger följande bild av användaren där det ofta är en ekonomiassisttent som scannar 
fakturorna med låg utbildning och en begränsad datorvana. De ansvarar ofta också för att 
kontera omkostnadsfakturor.  Konterare och attesterare kan vara vem som helts på ett företag 
som ”träffas” av en faktura. Ring (2008) anser att det beror lite på företaget som använder 
MediusFlow. Han anser dock att de flesta användarna är högutbildade chefer som attesterar 
fakturor. De som sitter och gör inköp är ofta chefer med högskoleutbildning, detsamma gäller 
produktionschefen. Nordvall (2008) tilläger att användaren har grundläggande datorvana, inte 
mycket kunskap om databaser och underliggande funktioner. Han tilläger att användaren ofta 
är en ekonom som använder systemet i ett kontorslandskap.  
 
Utvecklingen av MediusFlow genomförs genom att anpassa MediusFlow till kunder. Dessa 
kundspecifika anpassningar diskuteras sedan i grupp för att se om de ska bli generella för 
MediusFlow. De ärenden som har högst prioritet är att flödena fungerar. (Nordvall, 2008) 
 
De problem som informanterna har uppmärksammat med avseende på användbarhet är att det 
är för många färger. Det är viktigt att ta hänsyn till färgblindhet samt att symboler och 
knappar ser ut som knappar och symboler. Det är inte enhetligt överallt samt att det 
förekommer prestanda problem. Det är även inkonsekvent mellan de olika modulerna. 
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Systemet ger dålig feedback när grunddata ska ställas in och användaren måste komma ihåg 
information mellan olika vyer. ”uppdatera artikelinformation” är ett dåligt ordval när 
användaren ska koppla rader. (Karlgren, 2008) Användaren dubbelklickar ofta för att det går 
för sakta i systemet. Det är även svårt att överskåda processflödet, speciellt för 
administrationsrollen. De är jobbigt att ändra rollerna. Systemet generera även krångliga 
felmeddelande. Användaren måste även be supporten ta bort fel i bokning. (Bengtsson-
Staberg, 2008) Lilja (2008) anser att användaren saknar möjlighet att öka eller minska 
textstorleken i MediusFlow. Även tabbordningen är ologisk och krånglig. Svensson (2008) 
anser att MediusFlow är användarvänligt till en viss grad. När det gäller de ”daglig” 
momenten så som kontering och attestering så är det användarvänligt. När det gäller att sätta 
upp grunddata och regelverk för rollerna så är bökigare däremot. Samt att det saknas en 
överblick av var flödena är någonstans. Även de rapporter som tas ur system och hur dessa 
presenteras behöver förbättras. Det förekommer även prestandaproblem när kunden har 
många rader att ladda in. Detta gäller även inkorgen som tar lång tid att ladda om användaren 
har många ärenden där.     
 
Ring (2008) anser att integrationen med affärssystem är ett problem med MediusFlow. Detta 
grundar sig i att det är problem med kundens grunddata som gör att det blir svårt även i 
MediusFlow. När matchningen är påslagen och användaren väljer att ”ta med” flera ärenden 
från inkorgen så står det inte vilket ärende användaren kör i rubriken. De flesta av 
informanterna är överens om att den nya grafiska profilen bör vara mer tydlig i MediusFlow.    
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APPENDIX 6 – SUMMARY OF THE INTERVIEWS PERFORMED 

AT THE CASE COMPANIES 
The interviews were conducted in Swedish and I have chosen to summaries the interviews in 

the same language.  

Användare 1 på företag 1 är lagerchef, refererad som Kalle, och har haft denna tjänst i sex år. 
Kalle har använt MediusFlow sedan 1 Maj 2007. Hans huvuduppgifter är att sköta frakterna 
och att fördela arbetet ute på lagret. Han har även kontakt utåt mot säljare och mot fabriken 
vad det gäller leveranser. Kraven är att han ska uppnå en leveransprecision på 96 %. En bra 
dag är då vi ligger en halvdag före i ”plocket” och en dålig dag är en dag som denna, då vi 
ligger 1500 rader minus. Han utrycker även att det är svårt att få tiden att räcka till. 
Lagerchefen sitter ungefär fyra till fem timmar i veckan framför datorn och klassificerar sig 
själv som medel eller strax under medel i erfarenheter med datorer. Han använder Word, 
Axapta och MediusFlow på jobbet, hemma gillar han att surfa på blocket och tidningar. 
Enkelheten och smidighet är viktiga egenskaper som gör att han gillar dessa sidor. Kalle har 
en tvåårig gymnasieutbildning inom plåtområdet och har läst lite tyska vid sidan av jobbet.  

Kalle använder MediusFlow för att han har blivit beordrad att göra det och han använder mest 
konteringssidan, ibland söker han in uppföljningen för att till exempel ta reda på gamla 
leverantörer. Kalle berättar att det är enkelt att komma in i MediusFlow och han försöker lösa 
sina uppgifter han får i MediusFlow direkt. Det som är jobbigt är att jag är ansvarig för alla 
uttransporter och min chef är ansvarig för alla ankommande transporter vilket medför när vi 
får alla transporter på samma faktura så måste jag ta bort min chefs summa från beloppet av 
fakturan för att kunna kontera min del.  

Kalle kontakter reskontratanten när han stöter på ett problem i MediusFlow. Han anser att 
företag 1 har skaffat MediusFlow för att enklare kunna hantera fakturor och få ett snabbare 
flöde. Det var jobbigt förut när vi var tvungna att gå till ekonomiavdelningen och kontera 
varje faktura.             

Användare 2 på företag 1, vi kan kalla honom Per, är produktionschef och behandlar två till 
tre fakturor i veckan i MediusFlow. Han har använt MediusFlow i ett år.  De flesta av dessa 
går igenom enkelt. Pers uppgift är att leda och fördela arbetet inom produktionen. Han har 
sammanlagt ansvar för 160 personer och en bra dag är när han har gröna siffror i 
produktionen. Per använder datorn ungefär 16 timmar i veckan och anser sig vara rätt erfaren 
med datorer. Han använder interna program samt affärssystemet Axapta.   Hemma gillar per 
hemsidan Webgate där det finns länkar till allt som han uttrycker det. Han tycker även det 
fungerar smidigt att betala fakturor på nätet. Per r utbildad ingenjör och använder det 
smidigaste sättet i ett system. Funkar inte detta sätt så går jag runt problemet. Excel är ett 
exempel på ett bra program där jag kan vända och vrida på siffror som jag vill. Jag använder 
MediusFlow för det finns inget annat sätt att attestera fakturor på. När MediusFlow funkar är 
det mycket smidigt, säger Per, och det tar max 15 sekunder för mig att lösa mina uppgifter. 
Men ibland godkänner Per en faktura för att sedan få tillbaka den igen.  Detta händer då 
någon i kedjan som ska godkänna fakturan har en attestgräns på låt oss säga 25000 kr och en 
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eller flera poster är på 30000 kr på fakturan. Då kan först jag godkänna fakturan, och jag har 
ingen attestgräns, sen kan nästa person godkänna fakturan men då kommer fakturan tillbaka 
till mig för att jag ska godkänna denna persons godkännande. Detta blir extremt bökigt och 
det var betydligt enklare på papper eftersom man bara sätter dit sin kråka sen kan de andra 
skriva ditt sina signaturer. Mycket tydligare än vad det är med MediusFlow.  

Ett till problem är när vi på produktion köper övertidsmackor från ICA . Andra avdelningar 
köper även måltider till gäster från ICA och detta blandas ihop på trossen eftersom de samlas 
på hög.  När sedan faktura kommer är allt samlat på en och samma faktura. Vår 
reskontraperson gör sedan ett förarbete där hon skriver vad varje avdelning ska kontera. När 
jag sedan får fakturan vill ju jag bara attestera ”min rad” som är övertidsmackorna men då går 
inte fakturan jämt upp och jag kan inte skicka den vidare. Vi vill ju att varje person som är 
ansvarig för sin del av fakturan ska attestera ”sin del”. Nu får jag istället skicka ett ”ok” i 
kommentarsraden och sedan returnera den till leverantörsreskontrapersonen. Det är även 
jobbigt att jag inte kan få upp alla konton när jag ska kontera.     

Per ringer till reskontratanten om han har problem med MediusFlow. Han anser att företag 1 
använder MediusFlow för att spårbarheten blir bättre och han tycker om enkelheten i 
MediusFlow.    

Användare 3 på företag 1, Lisa har som uppgift att konteringen blir rätt på företaget samt att 
tulldeklarationen blir rätt. Lisa jobbar 40 timmar med datorn och hemma använder hon datorn 
till att betala räkningarna. Hon anser att hon är normalt begåvad när det kommer till datorer 
och hon använder mest Axapta och MediusFlow på jobbet. Hon har en fil. Kand. i data. Lisa 
tycker det är viktigt att förstå helheten vid användandet av ett system. Det ska även vara lätt 
att ta till sig och lära sig. Jag använder MediusFlow för att effektivisera våra flöden. Jag 
tycker tyvärr att varufakturaflödet inte riktigt hänger ihop och det är jobbigt att hänga med i 
flödet där. Omkostnadsfakturan funkar mycket bättre. När jag genomför en 
uppföljningssökning använder jag hellre Axapta då det går fortare och smidigare där en i 
MediusFlow. Kan man Axapta går det fortare där.   

Lisa skulle gärna vilja se ankomstdatum i inkorgen. Detta är speciellt viktigt i månadsskiftet 
då hon gärna vill kunna sortera på detta.  Det är även viktigt att se faturan.  

Användare 4 på företag 1, vi kallar henne för Emma, har en administrativ tjänst och ansvarar 
för fastighet och maskinunderhåll. Hon har haft denna tjänst i några månader. En dålig dag är 
när jag får skit för något jag inte gjort till exempel när någon anklagar mig för att inte köpa in 
ett visst material som vi näst intill inte använder och sen förväntar sig att jag ska läsa deras 
tankar och beställa detta i förväg, säger Emma. Hon spenderar 20 timmar framför datorn i 
veckan på jobbet och en timma hemma. Emma säger att hon inte är så erfaren utan får lära sig 
själv. Hon använder Rejus och MediusFlow på jobbet och hon gillar program som Word och 
Excel.  Emma har en el och tele utbildning från gymnasiet samt att hon utbildat sig till 
barnskötare. För att hon ska använda ett program eller system krävs det att det reducerar tiden 
mot hur man annars skulle genomföra samma uppgift. Emma använder MediusFlow för att 
hon är tvungen och hon sitter mest och konterar och attesterar. Om hon stöter på ett problem 
så ringer hon till Lisa. Emma tycker MediusFlow fungerar bra även fast hon har två olika 
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konton en för att godkänna och en för att attestera. Men en arbetskamrat till Emma tycker det 
är jobbigt att hela tiden logga in och ut. Emma poängterar även vikten att se fakturan.      
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APPENDIX 7 – PROTOTYPES 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 1:  THE REDESIGNED SCREEN VIEW “INKOMMANDE MEDDELANDEN”. 

FIGURE 2:  THE REDESIGNED SCREEN VIEW “OKOPPLADE RADER”. 
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FIGURE 3:  THE REDESIGNED SCREEN VIEW “AVVIKELSER”. 

 

FIGURE 4:  THE REDESIGNED SCREEN VIEW “AVVIKELSER/KONTERA”.  
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FIGURE 5:  THE REDESIGNED SCREEN VIEW “KONTERA/AVVIKELSER”.  

 

FIGURE 6:  THE REDESIGNED SCREEN VIEW “INKOMMANDE MEDDELANDEN”.   
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FIGURE 7:  THE REDESIGNED SCREEN VIEW “OKOPLLADE RADER”.  

 

FIGURE 8:  THE REDESIGNED SCREEN VIEW “OKOPPLADE RADER”.   
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APPENDIX 8 – MEDIUSFLOW AS SEEN BY SOMEONE WITH 

COLOR BLINDNESS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

FIGURE 1: THE SCREEN VIEW “AVVIKELSER” SEEN WITH A DEUTERANOPE (RED AND 

GREEN COLOR DEFICIT)  SIMULATION. 

FIGURE 2:  THE SCREEN VIEW “KOPPLA INLEVERANSRADER” SEEN WITH A 

TRITANOPE (BLUE AND YELLOW COLOR DEFICIT)  SIMULATION.  
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APPENDIX 9 – STYLE GUIDE 
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